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Abstract

Humans are able to solve tasks undermany di ferent domains. When facing new tasks, we leverage

knowledge acquired from previous experiences, then we accumulate and transfer knowledge to a

new task for continual learning. Multi-task learning is a learning paradigm which aims to leverage

the shared features learned in a uni ed framework to improve generalisation in contrast to learning

each task independently. It is more e cient not only in terms of memory and inference speed, but

also in terms of data, since related tasks may share informative feature representations. In this

thesis, we will investigate multi-task learning with a spectrum of di ferent perspectives.

We rst give an overview and thus touch upon several major problems in multi-task learning. We

introduce somemodern approaches on themulti-task network design and discuss the e fectiveness

of relative task weighting. We then show how, a multi-task network design can be tailored in a way

to incorporate both and features in a self-supervised and e cient man-

ner. As part of our evaluation of robustness on task weighting, we also propose a novel weighting

scheme, which adapts the task weighting over time by considering the rate of change of the loss for

each task.

As further introspection into the bene ts of multi-task learning, we also designed experiments to

investigate how scales with di ferent task complexity, such as an increasing number

of semantic classes or training with an increasing number of learning tasks. Lastly, we take a step

further, to present an auxiliary learning framework which can automatically generate

to improve generalisation. The results o fer a promising path towards building machine-generated

knowledge and providing a new perspective on generalisation in the regime of deep learning.
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Nomenclature

D dataset

X dataset inputs

Y dataset outputs

xn single data point

yn single data label

xn(i , j ) element at row i column j in data point xn

ŷn predicted model output on input xn

ε a random variable

λ task weighting

τ temperature

fω(·) a function f with parametersω

! (·) Gaussian (normal) distribution

" (·) Bernoulli distribution

∥ · ∥ norm-1 distance

∥ · ∥2 norm-2 distance (Euclidean norm)

[· ; ·] concatenation
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KL Kullback-Leibler

NN Neural Network

CNN Convolutional Neural Network

RNN Recurrent Neural Network

RL Reinforcement Learning

RMSE Root Mean Square Error

MAE Mean Absolute Error

RAE Relative Absolute Error

e.g. exempli gratia (for example)

i.e. id est (that is)

s.t. such that

w.r.t. with respect to
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Introduction and Background 1
Inthis chapter, we introduce and explain backgroundmaterial, mostly the building blocks of deep

learning (Section 1.2) which include convolutional neural networks (Section 1.2.1) and recurrent

neural networks (Section 1.2.2). We elaborate our motivations and related research areas in multi-

task learning (Section 1.3) as well as its applications (Section 1.4). Eventually, we present our re-

search contributions and thesis outline (Section 1.5).

1.1 Machine Intelligence and Computer Vision

The initial concept of can be traced back as early as more than

half a century ago where Alan Turing published a phenomenal paper - ‘Computing Machinery

and Intelligence’ [Tur09] in which he introduced to the general public, a test of ma-

chine’s ability to exhibit intelligent behaviour equivalent to that of a human. In the years following,

impressive advances have been made in the eld of machine intelligence. One of the most no-

table achievements was ELIZA [Wei66], a chatbot simulated conversation using patternmatching

method, and it was regarded as one of the rst programs capable of passing the Turing Test.

Before the AI booming era today, there were two ‘AI winter’ spanning several decades from the

1970s to the late 1980s mainly because of the high expenses and the limitation of speed and power

in legacy computing machines. The AI winter thawed in the early 1990s and has been increasingly

well funded till today. However, as long as AI has gone mainstream, some people worried about

the progress of AI characterised with hype and alarmism.
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The goal of any machine intelligence system is to create , whether learning from experi-

ence, or illuminating entirely new domains [Sim95, Kel15]. It follows that a fundamental consid-

eration in machine intelligence is the underlying . Obviously, a theory

of knowledge shouldn’t become an obstruction towards the pursuit of machine intelligence. Just

like manymajor scienti c achievements: the electrical and communication apparatus preceded the

theory of electromagnetism; the telescope preceded the optics theory. Similarly, many researchers

are pursuing machine intelligence without a rigorous explanation of how knowledge is created.

The invention of [IL66] (now we called deep learning, refer to Section 1.2)

was one representative example of a good learning algorithm lacking a fundamental theory. Many

successful practitioners in the early 1980s were hard-pressed to illuminate the theory that under-

pins their solutions. The rising and breakthrough sparkled in the early 2010s thanks to the major

speedup o fered by graphics processing units (GPUs) to train large models. Currently, deep learn-

ing is the most popular method in the eld of machine intelligence and has produced results com-

parable to and sometimes superior to human experts in many applications [MKS+15, HZRS15].

One of themost important areas inmachine intelligence is computer vision, i.e., to teachmachines

images and videos in an automatic way. Computer vision is a vibrant eld and there

are myriad interesting research questions that fall under this big umbrella - knowing what objects

are present [SZ14, HZRS16a], their locations [HGDG17], semantic meanings [MHLD16] and

spatial relations [SRB+17]. A learning systemwith such a capability can arguably process a certain

level of , and sure step towards an understanding of cognition [RD02].

Going beyond pure scienti c discoveries, the recent successes in computer vision have in uenced

the pop culture, cultivated many commercial applications and di ferent aspects of the in ltration

and integration. Humanmotion capture in gaming and feature lms [MG01,Gav99], neural style

transfer in a smart phone [GEB16], augmented reality in a virtual enviroment [Azu97, VKP10],

and visual SLAM and navigation in a robotic system [DRMS07] are only the tip of the iceberg.

The aim of this work is a further advancement in a general aspect of machine intelligence; more

precisely, to accelerate and improve in an autonomous system.
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1.2 Deep Learning

Deep learning (also known as deep neural network or multilayer perceptrons) is a learning system

in a paradigm. Unlike conventional methods which we hardcode explicit procedures

in a linear fashion, neural networks process information collectively throughout a layer-by-layer

architecture composed with computational units (in this case, we called neurons) to learn rich and

useful features in a self-supervised manner.

Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

: A illustration of a simple 3-layer feed-forward neural network architecture.

The ability of learning is achieved by adjusting the in each connection between twoneurons

by back-propagating errors using gradient descent. Each neuron taking the input from previous

layer is applied to a linear transformation as it ows through a neural network: f (x) = xW + b .

Each layer is usually further applied to a non-linear activation φ(·) before sent to the next layer to
encourage non-linearities. The most commonly used activation functions are,

sigmoid(z) = 1
1+ e−z

, tanh(z) = e z − e−z

e z + e−z
, ReLu(z) =max(0, z)1

1The activation function ReLu (Recti ed Linear units) unlike the previous two is not bounded or di ferentiable.
The recent results have argued that ReLu performs a great acceleration to the convergence due to its linearity and
unboundedness [KSH12] compared with other activation functions.
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In an example of regression, we are given a set of N number of data pairs D = (x1:N , y1:N ). Our

objective is to nd network parameters W , b such that minimise the average mean square error

over our observed data: 1
N
∑N

i=1 ∥φ(xiW1 + b1)W2 + b2 − yi∥22 for a 3-layer feed-forward neural

network as shown in Figure 1.1.

Each layer in the network hierarchy can be seen as a of a deep learning architecture.

The composition of such blocks embodies the versatility of deep learning models which leads to

an in nite number of possibilities onmodel combinations. Nevertheless, the fundamental under-

standing of inneural network, i.e. how the architectural priorities of a neural network

a fect the performance and resulting functions it can compute, is still lacking. The very rst results

related to this question took a highly theoretical approach to show: a feed-forward neural network

can be considered as a [HSW89] which is capable of approxi-

mating any measurable function to any desired degree of accuracy. Some more recent analytical

discoveries from [MPCB14] explained the compositional properties in deep models with piece-

wise linear activations, where computations on higher layers are e fectively replicated by recursive

operations in all input regions that produced the same output at a given layer. Figure

1.2 o fers an illustration of this replication property.

Input Space First Layer Space Second Layer Space

: A illustration of space folding: how the top-level partitioning (on the right) is replicated

to the original input space (on the lef ). Created by adaptions of original gures from [MPCB14].
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Towards a set of more fundamental questions, such as the of expressibility of deep neural

network and complexity bound of network constructions (separation between deep and shallow

networks) has largely remained unanswered. A deeper understanding of these issues might begin

to draw connections between network expressibility and observed performance [RPK+16], ulti-

mately understand in deep learning.

The performance of di ferent architectures in neural networks varies on di ferent types of data. In

the following sections, we will introduce the twomost common network structures in deep neural

network design: convolutional neural networks which are good at dealing with images (Section

1.2.1) and recurrent neural networks which are good at dealing with series of data (Section 1.2.2).

Finally, we refer readers to the textbook [GBCB16] for a more detailed introduction.

1.2.1 Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNets or CNNs) which derive the name from convolution

operators are designed mainly for dealing with images. One common convolutional architecture

is composed by recursively stacking convolutional layers and pooling layers with optional fully-

connected layers are attached at the end of the network depending on the type of task. The rst

deep convolutional net was introduced by by proposing a network called

[LBBH98] for recognising hand-written postcodes.

Convolution Convolution Fully
Connected

Fully
Connected

PredictionsPooling Pooling

: A illustration of a simple ConvNet architecture for image classi cation.

A convolutional layer is a linear transformation that preserves spatial information between pixels

in the input image. A 2D convolutional layer is arranged in 3 dimensions: width, height and depth
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with considering depth as channels, e.g. the colour images have three channels (RGB), while the

grey-scaled images only have one.2 In the hidden layers, the depth represents the number of feature

maps. A pooling layer is further applied to reduce the dimensionality of featuremaps while retain-

ing the spatial information. We normally apply max-pooling which is simply taking the largest

element from the feature map within a de ned spatial patch.

To use a convolutional network for classi cation, a fully-connected layer is applied by passing the

output of themodel y withK dimensionality through an element-wise sof max function3 to obtain

a normalised probability score: eyj /
∑K

i=1 eyi for each class j in total K classes.

ConvNets can learn hierarchical object-part representations in an unsupervised setting. Building

on the rst layer representations learned from the input images, the upper layer learned features

by combining the previous layer’s part representations into more complex, higher-level features

as presented in Figure 1.4. Such properties ensure the model’s robustness on high-dimensional,

complex data and is the key to the prominent performance in many vision-based applications.

: Visualisation of the feature maps in the second layer (top) and the third layer (bottom) for

various object categories using convolutional deep belief networks [LGRN09].

2A convolutional layer can be easily extended by adding more dimensions: e.g., a 3D convolutional layer is com-
monly used in video analysis which can preserve spatial-temporal features.

3Sof max literally means a sof version of argmax which represents a categorical distribution over K possible out-
comes represented by a K dimensional vector of real values in the range of (0,1) that add up to 1.
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1.2.2 Recurrent Neural Network

In the previous sections, we introduced several feed-forward neural networks. However, these net-

works depend on discrete data assuming no dependencies with xed input length. For the interests

of dealing with sequence data with various magnitude such as texts and sounds, we introduce re-

current neural networks (RNNs)which are able to not only learn the local and long-term temporal

dependencies in the data but also accommodate the input sequences of variable length.

The major di ference for RNNs is they use the same information to perform a task for

every element of a sequence. Such properties make RNNs particularly good in language models

such as machine translation and text generation.

A traditional RNN is composed by x (t ): the input data x at time step t , h (t ): the hidden state h at

time step t , and y (t ): the output at time step t . For each time step t , we compute

h (t ) =φ(U x (t ) +W h (t−1) + bW )

y (t ) =φ(V h (t ) + by )

in which U ,W ,V are weights, bW , by are the bias neurons andφ(·) is a non-linear activation func-
tion. A RNN can be unfolded in time to become a feed-forward neural network. The general

structure can be illustrated as follows.

h (t )

x (t )

y (t )

U

V
W

Unfold
===⇒ h (t )

x (t )

y (t )

U

V

W
h (t+1)

x (t+1)

y (t+1)

U

V

W
h (t+2)

x (t+2)

y (t+2)

U

V

W

: A illustration of unfolding a recurrent neural network into a feed-forward neural network.

Training a RNN is to use back-propagation through time (BPTT) to compute gradients. The

chain rule however stacks many partial derivatives and makes RNN terrible at learning long-range
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dependencies. Let’s assume the error term of output neuron at time step n is E (n), we have

∂ E (n)

∂W
=

n∑
i=1

∂ E (n)

∂ ŷ (n)
∂ ŷ (n)

h (n)

#
n∏

j=i+1

∂ h ( j )

∂ h ( j−1)

%
∂ h (i )

∂W
, ŷ (n) = Sof Max(V h (n)),

where ŷn is a prediction from the network.

Depending on our activation functions and network parameters, we could easily get exploding or

vanishing gradients. [PMB13] discussed this problem and provided an e fective solution by clip-

ping the gradients at a threshold. Themore popular solution is to use a Long Short-TermMemory

(LSTM) [HS97] or Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)4 [CGCB14], some special kinds of RNNs that

avoid the long-term dependency problem. [JZS15] further explored di ferent types of recurrent

network architectures and gave a thorough comparison.

1.3 Multi-Task Learning and Beyond

Deep neural networks have seen great success in a range of tasks, from image recognition [KSH12,

GEB16] and machine translation [BCB14] to game playing [MKS+15, SHM+16] and cancer de-

tection [CGGS13, EKN+17]. However, these networks are typically designed to achieve only one

particular task. For building a more practical learning system in real-world applications, a network

which can performmultiple tasks simultaneously is far more desirable than building a set of inde-

pendent networks, one for each task. In the following sections, wewill introduce the central theme

of our research interests: multi-task learning and its related elds.

1.3.1 Multi-Task & Transfer Learning

Multi-Task Learning (MTL) [Car98] lies in a big umbrella of transfer learning. It is described as

which aims at nding feature representations tominimise domain

divergence and classi cation or regressionmodel error [PY10]. In order to fully characteriseMTL,

4GRU is relatively new and computational more e cient, yet retaining performance on par with LSTM.
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we refer to the de nition from [ZY17]: “Given m learning tasks& m
i=1 where all the tasks or a subset

of them are related, multi-task learning aims to help improve the learning of a model for task&i by

using the knowledge contained in the m tasks.”

In this thesis, we mainly discuss MTL under deep learning methods. One research aspect inMTL

is multi-task framework design (Chapter 2). Compared to standard single-task learning, training

multiple tasks whilst successfully learning a shared representation poses two key challenges:

i) : Amulti-task loss function,whichweights the relative

contributions of each task, should enable learning of all taskswith equal importance, without

allowing learning tobe dominatedby the easier tasks. Manual tuning of lossweights is tedious

and sub-optimal, and so automatically learning these weights, or designing a network which

is robust to these weights, is highly desirable. (Further discussions in Section 2.1.)

ii) : A multi-task learning architecture should express

both and features. As such, the network is encouraged to learn a

generalisable representation (to avoid over- tting), whilst also providing the ability to learn

features tailored to each task (to avoid under- tting). (Further discussions in Section 2.2.)

Multi-task learning has also of en implicitly been used without explicit reference. The most com-

mon example is that of a neural network pre-trained with a large-scale dataset, such as ImageNet

[KSH12], as a rich prior to a supervised ne-tuning [EBC+10] procedure. More explicitly, multi-

task learning is of en used with CNNs in computer vision to model two or evenmore related tasks

jointly, such as image classi cation in multiple visual domains [RBV17], or to couple dense pre-

diction tasks such as the estimation of depth maps, surface normals and semantic segmentation

[MSGH16, EF15], or for pose estimation and action recognition [GHGM14].

Most multi-task learning network architectures are designed based on existing feed-forward deep

neural networks. Some recent work includes [DZ17] which proposed a multi-task network based

onResNet-101 architecture [WJQ+17], with a lasso-regularised combination of features fromdif-

ferent layers, to encourage the network to separate features that are useful for di ferent tasks. The
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Cross-stitch Network [MSGH16] used ‘cross-stitch units’ to combine two task-speci c features,

using a learnable linear combination of input activationmaps. UberNet [Kok17] proposed a com-

mon CNN trunk which based on VGG Net [SZ14], to perform as many as 7 tasks. The Progres-

sive Networks method [RRD+16] applied a teacher-student relationship to accelerate training in

multipleAtari games. [TBC+17] proposed , a general framework for distilling commonbe-

haviours in multi-task reinforcement learning which show the resulting algorithms learn quicker

and produce better performances with more stable and robust to hyper-parameter settings. How-

ever, some of the proposed multi-task networks are not parameter-e cient, since the network size

increases linearly with the number of tasks. A desirable characteristic of multi-task learning is e -

ciency and this requires the network size to grow only gradually as extra tasks are added.

1.3.2 Auxiliary Learning

Apart from learningmultiple tasks at once, in some situations, we only care about the performance

of one or several (but not all) particular tasks (Chapter 3). Towards a better understanding on task

relatedness, we designed experiments to understand the e fect on generalisation by building auxil-

iary tasks with various attributes such as an increasing number of semantic classes or an increasing

number of tasks. (Further discussions in Section 3.1.)

Auxiliary learning was not clearly de ned, whilst there should be a common consensus that aux-

iliary tasks are designed to in nding a rich and robust representation, from which the ulti-

mately desired main tasks pro t. To give a formal description of auxiliary learning, we extend the

de nition of multi-task learning from [ZY17]: “Given m learning tasks & m
i=1 where all the tasks

or a subset of them are related, auxiliary learning aims to help improve the learning of a model for

task & n
j=1, n < m by using the knowledge contained in the m tasks.”

Though previously lacking the formal de nition, researchers have shown the bene ts by adding

auxiliary tasks in the regime of multi-task learning in many applications. [TTLL17] applied aux-

iliary supervision with phoneme recognition at intermediate low-level representation of deep net-
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works to improve the performance of conversational speech recognition. [LK18] chose auxiliary

tasks which can be obtained with low e fort, e.g., global descriptions of the scene to boost the per-

formance for single scene depth estimation and semantic segmentation. [JMC+16] introduced a

method for largely improving the learning and nal performance of agents in Atari games as well

as a 3D environment called Labyrinth by building auxiliary tasks to predict the onset of immediate

rewards from a short historical context.

By forcing the network to generalise with more learning tasks with a xed network capacity, auxil-

iary learning restricts the parameter space during optimisation and thus can be regarded as regular-

isation. However, by design, auxiliary tasks scale in di ferent complexity and relatedness with the

primary tasks from di ferent applications. In Section 3.1, we will give a deep analysis on generali-

sation and network expressibility in auxiliary learning.

1.3.3 Meta Learning

Not only in the most common supervised learning we discussed above, MTL can also be easily

combined with other learning paradigms including reinforcement learning, meta learning, active

learning and evengraphicalmodels to improve theperformanceof learning tasks [ZY17]. Allowing

multi-task models to determine and may temporarily circumvent the

lack of theory and perform better to share knowledge even among loosely-related tasks.

Meta learning (or learning to learn) is a learning paradigm to optimise a neural network to better

accomplish a task. In the context of AI systems, meta learning can be de ned as the ability to

acquire . The literature onmeta learning can be divided into several categories,

including metric-based, optimisation-based and fully generic models. In the context of MTL, we

mainly discuss optimisation-based meta learning.

Since optimisation formostmodern deep neural networks relies on gradient descent, it is naturally

to incorporate such learning framework into training meta learners. [RL16] proposed a LSTM-

basedmeta learner which uses its state to represent the learning updates of the parameters of a clas-
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si ers and initial weights. [FAL17] proposed a simpli edmodel that only learns the initial weights

which is model-agonistic. [ADG+16] trained an LSTM to control parameter-update given each

parameter’s gradient information. This method was further improved with scalability and general-

isation via a hierarchical recurrent architecture by [WMH+17]. In Section 3.2, wewill discuss how

to bring together with meta and auxiliary learning and design a general learning framework which

can generate auxiliary knowledge automatically to improve generalisation in amulti-task network.

1.4 Applications

Multi-task learning has many applications across a variety of areas. Some of the works including in

computer vision, speech, natural language processing and game playing have already been covered

in the previous sections.

Other than common learning-based applications,MTL also helps to improve real-life applications

such as in bioinformatics and health informatics. [WTAR10] improved MHC I binding predic-

tion and splice-site prediction with two multi-task multi-kernel methods. [WZY+12] proposed a

sparse Bayesian model which learns correlations between features for all tasks to predict cognitive

outcomes for the Alzheimers disease. [ZLZ+16] showed that the feature representation learned

from large-scale nature images can transfer useful information to limited biological images and im-

prove prediction accuracy.

The recent successes in MTL based on neural networks usually require a large number of training

samples. By ingenious design of complimentary learning tasks, such constraints might be allevi-

ated to perform learning. For example, [FNPS16, ZBSL17] proposed image synthe-

sis networks that generate new views by selecting pixels from nearby images. The relative pose of

multiple cameras is used to predict the appearance of a nearby image such that the network can per-

form monocular depth estimation without ground truth depth knowledge at training time. Such

property has unarguably raised another bene t frommulti-task learning. And this self-supervised

learning framework can be easily embedded in a robotic vision system for practical use.
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1.5 Research Questions and Contributions

In this thesis, we aim to achieve a better understanding in MTL - the task relatedness, hierarchy,

bene t as well as the connections to di ferent learning paradigms and applications. We formulate

the research questions and contributions in this work as follows.

• Research Question 1:

In Section 2.1.2.2 and [LJD18] we present a novel weighting scheme, DynamicWeight Average

(DWA), which adapts the task weighting over time by considering the rate of change of the loss

for each task. DWA does not touch the internal gradients in the network whilst it only requires

the loss computed from each task to renormalise the gradient. Such designmakes the implemen-

tation signi cantly simpler compared to other exiting weighting methods and yet still produces

a noticeable performance boost over equal weighting method.

• Research Question 2:

In Section 2.2.3 and [LJD18]we present a uni ed approach by designing a novelmulti-task net-

work based on the recent advances in attention mechanisms which (i) enables both task-shared

and task-speci c features to be learned automatically, and consequently (ii) learns an inherent

robustness to the choice of loss weighting scheme.

Our approach, theMulti-TaskAttentionNetwork (MTAN), consists of a single shared network

containing a global feature pool, together with task-speci c sof -attentionmodules. The exibil-

ity from the attention enables much more expressive combinations of features to be learned for

generalisation across tasks, whilst still allowing for discriminative features to be tailored for each

individual task. Furthermore, automatically choosing which features to share and which to be

task-speci c allows for a highly e cient architecture, with far fewer parameters than multi-task

architectures which have explicit separation of tasks.
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• Research Question 3:

In Section 3.1 we performmulti-task learning both in single (image classi cation) and multiple

visual domains (semantic segmentation + depth estimation). We build dataset with a multiple

level of hierarchy (as similar toWordNet) and extensively analyse how di ferent task complexity

such as increasing number of auxiliary tasks or semantic classes can a fect generalisation.

We further propose two hypothesis to explain the generalisation gap and we con rm our obser-

vations to be robust under di ferent of network architectures or optimisers.

• Research Question 4:

In Section 3.2we introduce gradient descentmeta learningbased approachon auxiliary learning,

which we call Meta AuXiliary Learning (MAXL) which is shown to generate auxiliary tasks

automatically and can achieve similar or superior performance improvement comparedwith the

human-designed tasks. Our approach is consisted with two components: a multi-task evaluator

which is designed to learn primary and auxiliary tasks simultaneously and ameta learnerwhich is

designed to generate auxiliary knowledge used in the multi-task evaluator. The biggest strength

of our approach lies in the splitting of data into training and meta-training data together with

the meta learning that is performed via a second-derivative trick.

Much of the works in this thesis appears in the following publications:

• Shikun Liu, Edward Johns, and Andrew J. Davison, “End-to-End Multi-Task Learning with

Attention,” , 2018.

• Shikun Liu, Edward Johns, and Andrew J. Davison, “Rethinking Generalisation with Auxiliary

Learning,” , 2018.
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Multi-Task FrameworkDesign 2
In this chapter, we discuss recent advances in multi-task framework design. We rst introduce

adaptive weighting methods for dealing with task balancing problem in Section 2.1 in which in-

cludes our own contribution in Section 2.1.2.2. Furthermore, we introduce deepmulti-task neural

network design in Section 2.2 and our design which is based on attention in Section 2.2.3.

2.1 Adaptive TaskWeighting

In general multi-task learning with K tasks, a loss function with input x and task-speci c labels

yi , i = 1,2, · · · ,K , is de ned as

't ot (x, y1:K ) =
K∑

i=1
λi'i (x, yi ).

This is the linear combination of task-speci c losses'i with task weightings λi .

For many multi-task networks, training multiple tasks is di cult without nding the correct bal-

ance between those tasks. Di ferent tasks which vary from the scale and complexity naturally pro-

duce di ferent learning e ciency. For example, a task with low data variances would readily dom-

inate the shared representations by producing a larger gradient magnitude. In an extreme case, we

can roughly consider the network is learning task A with weight initialisation learned from task B.

A further supportive argument is provided in Figure 2.1 which shows a di ferent combination of

task weighting results in a noticeable performance change in each task1.

1Applying a di ferent combination of task weighting is equivalent to directly modifying gradient propagation.
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: Comparing losswithmultipleweighting combinations for selected two tasks inCityScapes

dataset [COR+16]. Performance of the model in individual tasks is seen at both edges of the plot

where λ= 0 or 1. Figures created by adaptations from [KGC18].

Recent approaches have attempted to address this issue [KGC18, LBBH98] by directly modi-

fying multi-task loss function with Bayesian uncertainty (Section 2.1.1) or proposing an adap-

tive method to renormalise gradients such that task weighting λi can vary at each training step

t : λi = λi (t ) (Section 2.1.2). We elaborate and explain these methods in the following sections.

2.1.1 Homoscedastic Uncertainty

Introduced in [KGC18], uncertainty is a quantity varying be-

tween di ferent tasks while stays constant for input data. In a multi-task setting, task uncertainty

captures the relative con dence between tasks depending on the tasks’ representation. It can be

used as a measurement for weighting losses in a multi-task learning problem.

We suppose fω(x) be the output of a neural network with weightω on input data x and ground

truth prediction y. In the case of multiple model outputs with K discrete regression tasks, we

obtain the following multi-task likelihood,

p(y1, y2, · · · , yk | fω(x)) =
K∏

i=1
p(yi | fω(x)) and p(yi | fω(x)) =! ( fω(x),σ2

i )

where each model follows a Gaussian distribution with a noise scalar σ .
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In maximum likelihood inference, we minimise the negative log likelihood2 of the model which

can be written as,

− log p(y1, y2, · · · , yk | fω(x))∝
K∑

i=1

1
2σ2

i

∥yi − fω(x)∥2+ logσi .

We denote each task-speci c loss'i (ω) = ∥yi − fω(x)|2 and the nal multi-task joint loss gives

't ot (ω,σ1:K ) =
K∑

i=1

1
2σ2

i

'i (ω)+ logσi .

The positive noise σ like the network parameter ω can be learned through back-propagation to

denote the con dence in each task. As σ increases, we have the weight for the loss decreases. In

practice, the authors suggested to predict the log variance logσ2 to avoid zero divisions and for the

numerical stability.

One of the advantages for such method is that all parameters are learnable to minimise the cost of

hyper-parameter search. However, though simplistic it seems, there are some other notable con-

strains in this design. First, our initial assumption3 ensures that all K tasks are using the same net-

workparametersω, while our experiments (Section 2.3) show that suchnetwork is poorly designed

which does not encourage to learn task-speci c features. Thus, the method is not suitable for al-

most all network structures and feature sharing methods introduced in Section 2.2. Second, we

found out that the performance is sensitive to di ferent learning rates and the choice of gradient

optimisation methods (also shown in Section 2.3).

2.1.2 Gradient Manipulation

Training deep neural network with back-propagation is to evaluate the gradient of loss function

with respect to per-parameter in each layer, then theweights are updatedwith an optimisation rule.

A rather straightforward approachonmulti-taskwight balancingproblem is to directlymanipulate

2In a classi cationnetwork: p(y| fω(x)) = Sof Max ( fw (x))modelledwith a sof max likelihoodproduces the same
result. Detail derivations refer to the original paper.

3Also known as hard-parameter sharing in multi-task learning (detailed introduction in Section 2.2): to pick any
feed-forward network and splits at the last layer for the prediction of each task.
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network gradient in each training propagation step. In the follow sections, we investigate adaptive

weighting problem inMTL with both implicit and explicit gradient-based weighting design.

2.1.2.1 Gradient Renormalisation

[CBLR17] o fers a key insight in multi-task balancing problem, arguing that: “Task imbalances

impede proper training because they manifest as imbalances between back-propagated gradients.”

It naturally follows that to balance each task is equivalent to balance gradient magnitudes com-

puted from each task.

From this observation, the authors introduced , an adaptive weighting method so that

each task weighting λi can vary at each training step. GradNorm computes the gradient of the

weighted single-task loss λi'i in the last shared layer of weights ω′ ⊂ ω (subset of all network

weights) and renormalise relative inverse training rate ri (t ) to balance the task gradients λi (t ). The

detailed algorithm is illustrated below.

Task weightings: λi (t = 0) = 1,∀i

Network parameters: ω

Restoring force: α

t

Compute: ' (t ) =∑K
i=1λi (t )'i (t ) !

Compute: ri (t ) = '̂i (t )/"['̂i (t )]where '̂t (t ) ='i (t )/' (0)
Compute: Ĝω(t ) ="[G(i )ω′ (t )]where G(i )ω′ (t ) = ∥∇ω′λi (t )'i (t )∥2
Compute: 'g rad =

∑K
i=1 ∥Gω′(t )− Ĝω′(t )× [ri (t )]α∥1

Compute: ∇λi
'g rad !

Compute: ∇ω' (t ) !
Update: λi (t + 1)← λi (t ) using∇λi

'g rad

Update: ω(t + 1)←ω(t ) using∇ω' (t ) !
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Ĝω(t ) computes the average gradient norm across all tasks at training time and α represents the

strength of restoring force, i.e., a higher value of α enforces stronger training rate balancing.

GradNorm like theweight uncertaintymethod introduced in the previous section is applied on the

hard-parameter sharing in deep multi-task network. As we discussed previously, hard-parameter

sharing is a ill-designed approach which does not encourage to learn task-speci c representations.

Besides, It also touches the internal network gradients whichmakes it rather di cult to implement

in a modern deep learning framework.

2.1.2.2 Dynamic Weight Average (Our Approach)

Inspired by GradNorm [CBLR17], we propose a simple yet e fective adaptive weighting method,

named (DWA) which learns to average task weighting over time by

considering the rate of change of loss for each task. But whilst GradNorm requires access to the

network’s internal gradients, our DWA proposal only requires the numerical task loss, and there-

fore its implementation is far simpler.

Our approach de nes the task weighting λk for task k in two simple equations:

λk (t ) :=
K exp(wk (t − 1)/T )∑

i exp(wi (t − 1)/T )
, wk (t − 1) =

'k (t − 1)
'k (t − 2)

Here, wk (·) calculates the relative descending rate in the range (0,+∞), t is an iteration index, and

T represents a temperature which controls the sof ness of task weighting, similar to [HVD15] and

α in GradNorm. A large T results in a more even distribution between di ferent tasks. If T is large

enough, we have λi ≈ 1, and tasks are weighted equally. Finally, the sof max operator which is

multiplied by K ensures that
∑

i λi (t ) =K .

In our implementation, the loss value 'k (t ) is calculated as the average loss in each epoch over

several iterations. Doing so reduces the uncertainty from stochastic gradient descent and random

training data selection. For t = 1,2, we initialise wk (t ) = 1, but any non-balanced initialisation

based on prior knowledge on training data could also be introduced.
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2.2 Multi-Task Networks & Feature Sharing

Adaptive task weighings as shown in Section 2.3 and in [CBLR17, KGC18] are e fective in certain

types of multi-task architectures. However, it’s always preferable to have a uni ed approach to

(i) enable both task-shared and task-speci c features to be learned automatically and (ii) learn an

inherent robustness to the choice of loss weighting scheme.

In the context of deep learning, multi-task learning is typically done in or

of feature representations [Rud17]. Hard-parameter sharing greatly reduces over- tting by

using the same set of features across multiple learning tasks. On the other hand, sof -parameter

sharing has more robust towards learning task-speci c features where each task has its own model

of parameters.

Task A Task B Task C

Shared
Layers

Task A Task B Task C

Constrained
Layers

: Lef : Hard-parameter sharing approach in which the input goes through the shared lay-

ers (grey) and splits at the last layer for task-speci c predictions. Right: Sof -parameter sharing

approach in which each task has its own feature parameters with certain constraints. Created by

adaptations of original gures from [Rud17].

While most recent successes in deep multi-task network design are between in two sides: employ

in a way to have both hard and sof -parameter sharing to incorporate task-shared as well as task-

speci c features. In the following sections, we introduce themost common varieties in themodern

multi-task network design.
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2.2.1 Fusion Network

Fusion network is a general feature learning technique which is being very popular in the recent

proposals. The shared representations in the upper layers for each task is formed by learning task-

speci c coe cients to lower feature representations from all tasks with linear combinations.

In such way of design, each task will be supervised with useful features from related tasks but not

the other.

[MSGH16] is one representative network which is built upon this feature

fusion technique. It learns the optimal shared representations by cross-stitching two networks

using linear combinations. Given two activation maps xA, xB from layer l for both tasks, we learn

linear combinations x̃A, x̃B by a cross-stitch operation parametrised by Λ. Speci cally, at location

(i , j ) in the activation map, we perform
⎡
⎣x̃ i j

A

x̃ i j
B

⎤
⎦=

⎡
⎣ΛAA ΛAB

ΛBA ΛBB

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣xi j

A

xi j
B

⎤
⎦ .

Λ

Λ

Im
age

Λ

Λ

Λ

Λ

Λ

Λ

Λ

Λ

Cross-Stitch
Units

N
etw

ork
A

N
etw

ork
B

T
ask

B
T
ask

A

conv pool conv pool conv poolconv conv fc fc fc

: Using cross-stitch units to stitch two AlexNet [KSH12]. The cross-stitch units are only

applied af er pooling layers and fully-connected layers and thus can model shared representations

as a linear combination of input activation maps. Created by adaptations of original gures from

[MSGH16].
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The optimal linear combinations are learnable through task-speci c supervisions from a given set

of tasks. Thus, the network can decide to make certain layers task speci c by setting ΛAB or ΛBA to

zero if two tasks are loosely related, or choose a more shared representation by assigning a higher

value to them.

Nevertheless, cross-stitchnetwork is computationally expensive since thenetworkparameters grows

linearly when we add more tasks. A more parameter-e cient feature fusion approach is when we

apply linear combinations on one uni ed shared network.

In [DZ17], authors proposed a multi-task network built on ResNet-101 [HZRS16a] with lasso

architecture, in which the representations that fed into each task head4 is a sum of layer activations

of residual units by learnable task-speci c coe cients. The linear combinations are applied in full

23 candidate layers in block 3 of ResNet-101 architecture. Mathematically, the authors create a

matrix Λ with K rows and M columns, where K is the number of tasks and M is the number of

residual units in block 3. The representation passed to k t h task head is then,
M∑

m=1
Λk ,m ⊙ um ,

where um is the output of residual unit m.

The authors further enforce that
∑M

m=1Λ
2
k ,m = 1 for all task k , to control the output variance5.

To encourage sparsity, they also add an'1 penalty on the entries of Λ to the nal joint multi-task

objective function.

This particular approach is extremely parameter e cientwhich only requires additional parameters

fromtheΛmatrix andK taskheads. Similar to the cross-stitchnetwork, bothof these feature fusion

methods can be built on any type of feed-forward neural networks and thus can be trained in an

end-to-end manner.

4In this work, authors perform tasks with a large varieties. The task head represents the task-speci c representa-
tions af er linear combinations. One need further apply dense layers for classi cation or decoder layers for pixel-wise
regression, or other form of layers depending on the tasks.

5The entries inΛ can be negative, so a simple sum is insu cient.
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⇤K ,1
<latexit sha1_base64="//xRhs7TZjAUklZWPMdi2qzrjRM=">AAACMXicbVC7SgNBFL0b39H4LG0Go2AhYddGS9FG0CKCiUKyhtnZm2TI7OwyMyuEJf9hq78gWPsb6cTW2t7JQzCJBwYO59zLuXOCRHBtXLfv5ObmFxaXllfyq2uF9Y3Nre2qjlPFsMJiEav7gGoUXGLFcCPwPlFIo0DgXdC5GPh3j6g0j+Wt6SboR7QleZMzaqz0UL+2oyFtZFdHXo80NotuyR2CzBJvTIpn+99v7wBQbmw5hXoYszRCaZigWtc8NzF+RpXhTGAvX081JpR1aAtrlkoaofaz4dk9cmCVkDRjZZ80ZKj+3chopHU3CuxkRE1bT3sD8T+vlprmqZ9xmaQGJRsFNVNBTEwGHZCQK2RGdC2hTHF7K2FtqigztqmJFAxaVo9iGU7+5Vf1s0F6iJq3ZK+QtwV603XNkupxyXNL3o1t8hxGWIZd2IND8OAEzuASylABBgqe4BlenFen73w4n6PRnDPe2YEJOF8/u/isJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZIC/h6Juqb4YLAg9LUTCY+ZKf4E=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM34rK3VVpduglVwIWXGjS6LbgRdVLAPaMeSydy2oZnMkGQKZeh/uNVfEPwBv6I7ceta16YPwbYeCBzOuZdzc7yIM6Vte2StrK6tb2ymttKZ7ezObi6/V1VhLClUaMhDWfeIAs4EVDTTHOqRBBJ4HGpe72rs1/ogFQvFvR5E4AakI1ibUaKN9NC8NaM+aSU3p84Qt3IFu2hPgJeJMyOF0tHX61s/811u5a1s0w9pHIDQlBOlGo4daTchUjPKYZhuxgoiQnukAw1DBQlAucnk7CE+NoqP26E0T2g8Uf9uJCRQahB4ZjIguqsWvbH4n9eIdfvCTZiIYg2CToPaMcc6xOMOsM8kUM0HhhAqmbkV0y6RhGrT1FwKeB2jB6Hw5//yq7rJON0HxTpimE2bAp3FupZJ9azo2EXnzjR5iaZIoQN0iE6Qg85RCV2jMqogiiR6RE/o2XqxRta79TEdXbFmO/toDtbnDw0/raA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZIC/h6Juqb4YLAg9LUTCY+ZKf4E=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFM34rK3VVpduglVwIWXGjS6LbgRdVLAPaMeSydy2oZnMkGQKZeh/uNVfEPwBv6I7ceta16YPwbYeCBzOuZdzc7yIM6Vte2StrK6tb2ymttKZ7ezObi6/V1VhLClUaMhDWfeIAs4EVDTTHOqRBBJ4HGpe72rs1/ogFQvFvR5E4AakI1ibUaKN9NC8NaM+aSU3p84Qt3IFu2hPgJeJMyOF0tHX61s/811u5a1s0w9pHIDQlBOlGo4daTchUjPKYZhuxgoiQnukAw1DBQlAucnk7CE+NoqP26E0T2g8Uf9uJCRQahB4ZjIguqsWvbH4n9eIdfvCTZiIYg2CToPaMcc6xOMOsM8kUM0HhhAqmbkV0y6RhGrT1FwKeB2jB6Hw5//yq7rJON0HxTpimE2bAp3FupZJ9azo2EXnzjR5iaZIoQN0iE6Qg85RCV2jMqogiiR6RE/o2XqxRta79TEdXbFmO/toDtbnDw0/raA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GH2Eu1Q+bKsxKWCVRs/B7NjsMGw=">AAACMXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV61WW126GSyCCymJG10W3Qi6qGAf0MYymdykQyeTMDMRSsh/uNVf8Gu6E7f+hNOHYFsPDBzOuZdz53gJZ0rb9sQqbGxube8Ud0t7++WDw0r1qK3iVFJo0ZjHsusRBZwJaGmmOXQTCSTyOHS80e3U77yAVCwWT3qcgBuRULCAUaKN9Nx/MKM+GWT3F06OB5WaXbdnwOvEWZAaWqA5qFrlvh/TNAKhKSdK9Rw70W5GpGaUQ17qpwoSQkckhJ6hgkSg3Gx2do7PjOLjIJbmCY1n6t+NjERKjSPPTEZED9WqNxX/83qpDq7djIkk1SDoPChIOdYxnnaAfSaBaj42hFDJzK2YDokkVJumllLAC40excJf/suv6mbTdB8UC0VeLpkCndW61kn7su7YdefRrjVuFlUW0Qk6RefIQVeoge5QE7UQRRK9ojf0bn1YE+vT+pqPFqzFzjFagvX9A0kEqVc=</latexit>

⇤K ,2
<latexit sha1_base64="Ky5qCWRcuRFh3ucAtBKlibAUaw8=">AAACMXicbVA9SwNBFHznZ4xGo5Y2i1GwkHCXRkvRRtBCwaiQnGFv7yVZsrd37O4J4bj/Yat/QbD2b6QTW2t7N4mCiQ4sDDPvMW8nSATXxnUHzszs3PzCYmGpuLxSWl0rr29c6zhVDOssFrG6DahGwSXWDTcCbxOFNAoE3gS9k6F/c49K81hemX6CfkQ7krc5o8ZKd81zOxrSVna2X8tJq1xxq+4I5C/xvknlaOfz5RUALlrrTqkZxiyNUBomqNYNz02Mn1FlOBOYF5upxoSyHu1gw1JJI9R+Njo7J7tWCUk7VvZJQ0bq742MRlr3o8BORtR09bQ3FP/zGqlpH/oZl0lqULJxUDsVxMRk2AEJuUJmRN8SyhS3txLWpYoyY5uaSMGgY/UoluHkX35UPxumh6h5R+aloi3Qm67rL7muVT236l3aJo9hjAJswTbsgQcHcASncAF1YKDgAR7hyXl2Bs6b8z4enXG+dzZhAs7HF726rCc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MSoMYpUgCaasse17s3Kk/1dVhbg=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFE18W61WXboJPsCFlJludFl0I+iign1AO5ZM5rYGk8yQZIQy9D/c6i8I/oBf4U7cuta16UOw1QOBwzn3cm5OmAhurOe94pnZufmFxaXl3Mpqfm29sLFZM3GqGVRZLGLdCKkBwRVULbcCGokGKkMB9fD2dODX70AbHqsr20sgkLSreIczap103bpwoxFtZ+eHpT5pF3a9ojcE+Uv8Mdkt730+v9ytfFXaGzjfimKWSlCWCWpM0/cSG2RUW84E9HOt1EBC2S3tQtNRRSWYIBue3Sf7TolIJ9buKUuG6u+NjEpjejJ0k5LaGzPtDcT/vGZqO8dBxlWSWlBsFNRJBbExGXRAIq6BWdFzhDLN3a2E3VBNmXVNTaRA2HW6jFU0+ZcfNcgG6REY3lX9fM4V6E/X9ZfUSkXfK/qXrskTNMIS2kY76AD56AiV0RmqoCpiSKN79IAe8RN+xW/4fTQ6g8c7W2gC+OMbDwGtoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MSoMYpUgCaasse17s3Kk/1dVhbg=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFE18W61WXboJPsCFlJludFl0I+iign1AO5ZM5rYGk8yQZIQy9D/c6i8I/oBf4U7cuta16UOw1QOBwzn3cm5OmAhurOe94pnZufmFxaXl3Mpqfm29sLFZM3GqGVRZLGLdCKkBwRVULbcCGokGKkMB9fD2dODX70AbHqsr20sgkLSreIczap103bpwoxFtZ+eHpT5pF3a9ojcE+Uv8Mdkt730+v9ytfFXaGzjfimKWSlCWCWpM0/cSG2RUW84E9HOt1EBC2S3tQtNRRSWYIBue3Sf7TolIJ9buKUuG6u+NjEpjejJ0k5LaGzPtDcT/vGZqO8dBxlWSWlBsFNRJBbExGXRAIq6BWdFzhDLN3a2E3VBNmXVNTaRA2HW6jFU0+ZcfNcgG6REY3lX9fM4V6E/X9ZfUSkXfK/qXrskTNMIS2kY76AD56AiV0RmqoCpiSKN79IAe8RN+xW/4fTQ6g8c7W2gC+OMbDwGtoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oex13NGvT32yIxXFk7NVzaIF/d4=">AAACMXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rNVqq0s3g0VwISXpRpdFN4IuKtgHtLFMJjfp0MkkzEyEEvofbvUX/JruxK0/4bSNYFsPDBzOuZdz53gJZ0rb9tTa2Nza3tkt7BX3D0qHR+XKcVvFqaTQojGPZdcjCjgT0NJMc+gmEkjkceh4o9uZ33kBqVgsnvQ4ATcioWABo0Qb6bn/YEZ9MsjuL+sTPChX7Zo9B14nTk6qKEdzULFKfT+maQRCU06U6jl2ot2MSM0oh0mxnypICB2REHqGChKBcrP52RN8bhQfB7E0T2g8V/9uZCRSahx5ZjIieqhWvZn4n9dLdXDtZkwkqQZBF0FByrGO8awD7DMJVPOxIYRKZm7FdEgkodo0tZQCXmj0KBb+8l9+VTebpfugWCgmpaIp0Fmta5206zXHrjmPdrVxk1dZQKfoDF0gB12hBrpDTdRCFEn0it7Qu/VhTa1P62sxumHlOydoCdb3D0rGqVg=</latexit>

⇤K ,22
<latexit sha1_base64="HZMuN7e0KBIAtlM8Szv3ThqK9sU=">AAACNHicbVC7SgNBFL3rM0ZjEi1tBh9gIWE3jZZBG0GLCCYRkiXMzt7EwdnZZWZWCEu+xFZ/IbW/IdiJrZ29k4dg1AMDh3Pu5dw5QSK4Nq774iwsLi2vrObW8usbhc1iqbzV1HGqGDZYLGJ1E1CNgktsGG4E3iQKaRQIbAV3Z2O/dY9K81hem0GCfkT7kvc4o8ZK3VKxc2mHQ9rNLo6q1SHplvbcijsB+Uu8Gdmr7X+OngGg3i07hU4YszRCaZigWrc9NzF+RpXhTOAw30k1JpTd0T62LZU0Qu1nk8uH5MAqIenFyj5pyET9uZHRSOtBFNjJiJpb/dsbi/957dT0TvyMyyQ1KNk0qJcKYmIyroGEXCEzYmAJZYrbWwm7pYoyY8uaS8Ggb/UoluH8X75VPxunh6h5Xw4LeVug97uuv6RZrXhuxbuyTZ7CFDnYgV04BA+OoQbnUIcGMEjhAR7hyRk5r86b8z4dXXBmO9swB+fjC74ArJQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cJqf1jAYurks6XUlfN3QWnUgP8c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cJqf1jAYurks6XUlfN3QWnUgP8c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Hey/jALUaSQNqs1ukjpikr8HzKU=">AAACNHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rNXaVpduBovgQkrSjS6LbgRdVLAPaEOZTG7boZNJmJkIJeRL3Oov+C+CO3HrNzhpI9jWAwOHc+7l3DlexJnStv1ubWxube/sFvaK+welw3KletRRYSwptGnIQ9nziALOBLQ10xx6kQQSeBy63vQm87tPIBULxaOeReAGZCzYiFGijTSslAf3Ztgnw+TuotFI8bBSs+v2HHidODmpoRytYdUqDfyQxgEITTlRqu/YkXYTIjWjHNLiIFYQETolY+gbKkgAyk3ml6f4zCg+HoXSPKHxXP27kZBAqVngmcmA6Ila9TLxP68f69GVmzARxRoEXQSNYo51iLMasM8kUM1nhhAqmbkV0wmRhGpT1lIKeGOjB6Hwl//yq7pJlu6DYmORloqmQGe1rnXSadQdu+482LXmdV5lAZ2gU3SOHHSJmugWtVAbURSjZ/SCXq0368P6tL4WoxtWvnOMlmB9/wBLDKnF</latexit>

⇤K ,23
<latexit sha1_base64="ZIK8VffzYMtrE7OrYc/K9bS4CI0=">AAACNHicbVA9SwNBFHznZ4xGEy1tFqNgIeEuFlqKNoIWCiYKyRH29l6Sxb29Y3dPCEd+ia3+BWv/hmAntnb2bj4EkziwMMy8x7ydIBFcG9d9c+bmFxaXlnMr+dW1wvpGsbRZ13GqGNZYLGJ1F1CNgkusGW4E3iUKaRQIvA3uzwb+7QMqzWN5Y3oJ+hHtSN7mjBortYobzUs7HNJWdnFQPeyTVrHsVtwhyCzxxqR8svv98goAV62SU2iGMUsjlIYJqnXDcxPjZ1QZzgT2881UY0LZPe1gw1JJI9R+Nry8T/asEpJ2rOyThgzVvxsZjbTuRYGdjKjp6mlvIP7nNVLTPvYzLpPUoGSjoHYqiInJoAYScoXMiJ4llClubyWsSxVlxpY1kYJBx+pRLMPJv/yqfjZID1HzjuwX8rZAb7quWVKvVjy34l3bJk9hhBxsww7sgwdHcALncAU1YJDCIzzBs/PivDsfzudodM4Z72zBBJyvH7/CrJU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MJ/whwbcV+X9toTqdU0Y/8HPhJ0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MJ/whwbcV+X9toTqdU0Y/8HPhJ0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RokGxh07K/G7OgyVsHJmIu4KU9s=">AAACNHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV63Wtrp0EyyCCykzdaHLohtBFxXsA9phyGRu29BMZkgyQhnmS9zqL/gvgjtx6zeYPgTbeiBwOOdezs3xY86Utu13K7exubW9k98t7O0XD0rlymFbRYmk0KIRj2TXJwo4E9DSTHPoxhJI6HPo+OObqd95AqlYJB71JAY3JEPBBowSbSSvXOrfm+GAeOndef0iw165atfsGfA6cRakihZoehWr2A8imoQgNOVEqZ5jx9pNidSMcsgK/URBTOiYDKFnqCAhKDedXZ7hU6MEeBBJ84TGM/XvRkpCpSahbyZDokdq1ZuK/3m9RA+u3JSJONEg6DxokHCsIzytAQdMAtV8YgihkplbMR0RSag2ZS2lgD80ehiJYPkvv6qbTtMDUGwosmLBFOis1rVO2vWaY9ecB7vauF5UmUfH6ASdIQddoga6RU3UQhQl6Bm9oFfrzfqwPq2v+WjOWuwcoSVY3z9MzqnG</latexit>

⇤2,23
<latexit sha1_base64="T8cK5NhpD6xrcMlMjyoTBmhLv3I=">AAACNHicbVA9SwNBFHznt9GYqKXNYhQsJNzFQkvRxsJCwWggOcLe3kuyZG/v2N0TwnG/xFb/grV/Q7ATWzt7N4mCSRxYGGbeY95OkAiujeu+OnPzC4tLyyurhbX14kapvLl1q+NUMayzWMSqEVCNgkusG24ENhKFNAoE3gX986F/d49K81jemEGCfkS7knc4o8ZK7XKpdWmHQ9rOaoe1o5y0yxW36o5AZon3Qyqne1/PLwBw1d50iq0wZmmE0jBBtW56bmL8jCrDmcC80Eo1JpT1aReblkoaofaz0eU52bdKSDqxsk8aMlL/bmQ00noQBXYyoqanp72h+J/XTE3nxM+4TFKDko2DOqkgJibDGkjIFTIjBpZQpri9lbAeVZQZW9ZECgZdq0exDCf/8qv62TA9RM27Mi8WbIHedF2z5LZW9dyqd22bPIMxVmAHduEAPDiGU7iAK6gDgxQe4BGenGfnzXl3Psajc87PzjZMwPn8BpOFrHw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCMUc08UwnxBm4Y/dHA/WApK8+Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCMUc08UwnxBm4Y/dHA/WApK8+Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="80o6Wucx4Gtcl+aaQuWPUxDE3iE=">AAACNHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rNXaVpduBovgQkpSF7osunHhooJ9QBvCZHLTDp1MwsxEKKFf4lZ/wX8R3Ilbv8FpG8G2Hhg4nHMv587xE86Utu13a2Nza3tnt7BX3D8oHZYr1aOOilNJoU1jHsueTxRwJqCtmebQSySQyOfQ9ce3M7/7BFKxWDzqSQJuRIaChYwSbSSvUh7cm+GAeFnjonE5xV6lZtftOfA6cXJSQzlaXtUqDYKYphEITTlRqu/YiXYzIjWjHKbFQaogIXRMhtA3VJAIlJvNL5/iM6MEOIyleULjufp3IyORUpPIN5MR0SO16s3E/7x+qsNrN2MiSTUIuggKU451jGc14IBJoJpPDCFUMnMrpiMiCdWmrKUU8IdGj2IRLP/lV3WzWXoAig3FtFQ0BTqrda2TTqPu2HXnwa41b/IqC+gEnaJz5KAr1ER3qIXaiKIUPaMX9Gq9WR/Wp/W1GN2w8p1jtATr+wcgkamt</latexit>

⇤1,23
<latexit sha1_base64="MFhQn4xT9t0YRNdEBTGNGVnbg8Y=">AAACNHicbVC7SgNBFL3rM0ZjEi1tBh9gIWE3FloGbSwsIhgVkiXMzt7EwdnZZWZWCMt+ia3+Qmp/Q7ATWzt7Jw/BqAcGDufcy7lzgkRwbVz3xZmbX1hcWi6sFFfXSuvlSnXjSsepYthisYjVTUA1Ci6xZbgReJMopFEg8Dq4Ox351/eoNI/lpRkk6Ee0L3mPM2qs1K2UO+d2OKTdzDuoH+akW9lxa+4Y5C/xpmSnsfs5fAaAZrfqlDphzNIIpWGCat323MT4GVWGM4F5sZNqTCi7o31sWypphNrPxpfnZM8qIenFyj5pyFj9uZHRSOtBFNjJiJpb/dsbif957dT0jv2MyyQ1KNkkqJcKYmIyqoGEXCEzYmAJZYrbWwm7pYoyY8uaScGgb/UoluHsX75VPxulh6h5X+aloi3Q+13XX3JVr3luzbuwTZ7ABAXYgm3YBw+OoAFn0IQWMEjhAR7hyRk6r86b8z4ZnXOmO5swA+fjC5HArHs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L95oEUwN/NoNv+guHjImDBh8qSI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L95oEUwN/NoNv+guHjImDBh8qSI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gY/UFLOGnmAbBvYM7pp1zIUhwEU=">AAACNHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rNXaVpduBovgQkpSF7osunHhooJ9QBvKZHLTDp1MwsxEKCFf4lZ/wX8R3Ilbv8FpG8G2Hhg4nHMv587xYs6Utu13a2Nza3tnt7BX3D8oHZYr1aOOihJJoU0jHsmeRxRwJqCtmebQiyWQ0OPQ9Sa3M7/7BFKxSDzqaQxuSEaCBYwSbaRhpTy4N8M+GabOReMyw8NKza7bc+B14uSkhnK0hlWrNPAjmoQgNOVEqb5jx9pNidSMcsiKg0RBTOiEjKBvqCAhKDedX57hM6P4OIikeULjufp3IyWhUtPQM5Mh0WO16s3E/7x+ooNrN2UiTjQIuggKEo51hGc1YJ9JoJpPDSFUMnMrpmMiCdWmrKUU8EZGDyPhL//lV3XTWboPio1EViqaAp3VutZJp1F37LrzYNeaN3mVBXSCTtE5ctAVaqI71EJtRFGCntELerXerA/r0/pajG5Y+c4xWoL1/QMezKms</latexit>

⇤1,22
<latexit sha1_base64="JxOXv8AvrigUer71qzE71kCAsxc=">AAACNHicbVA9SwNBFHwXv2I0JmppsxgFCwl3abQM2lhYRDAqJEfY23tJluztHbt7Qjjul9jqX7D2bwh2Ymtn7yZRMOrAwjDzHvN2gkRwbVz32SksLC4trxRXS2vr5Y1KdXPrSsepYthmsYjVTUA1Ci6xbbgReJMopFEg8DoYnU7861tUmsfy0owT9CM6kLzPGTVW6lUr3XM7HNJe5h02GjnpVWtu3Z2C/CXeF6k19z4enwCg1dt0yt0wZmmE0jBBte54bmL8jCrDmcC81E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofaz6eU52bdKSPqxsk8aMlV/bmQ00nocBXYyomaof3sT8T+vk5r+sZ9xmaQGJZsF9VNBTEwmNZCQK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigztqy5FAwGVo9iGc7/5Vv1s0l6iJoPZF4u2QK933X9JVeNuufWvQvb5AnMUIQd2IUD8OAImnAGLWgDgxTu4B4enEfnxXl13majBedrZxvm4Lx/Ao/+rHo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dm/VHZuthM8y25S9y7HGuqX6xKk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dm/VHZuthM8y25S9y7HGuqX6xKk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EygkPYdLksYeavWnrv1vTJ35+Pc=">AAACNHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV63Wtrp0M1gEF1KSbnRZdOPCRQX7gDaUyeS2HTqZhJmJUEK+xK3+gv8iuBO3foOTNoJtPTBwOOdezp3jRZwpbdvvVmFre2d3r7hfOjgsH1WqteOuCmNJoUNDHsq+RxRwJqCjmebQjySQwOPQ82a3md97AqlYKB71PAI3IBPBxowSbaRRtTK8N8M+GSXOZbOZ4lG1bjfsBfAmcXJSRznao5pVHvohjQMQmnKi1MCxI+0mRGpGOaSlYawgInRGJjAwVJAAlJssLk/xuVF8PA6leULjhfp3IyGBUvPAM5MB0VO17mXif94g1uNrN2EiijUIugwaxxzrEGc1YJ9JoJrPDSFUMnMrplMiCdWmrJUU8CZGD0Lhr/7lV3WTLN0HxSYiLZdMgc56XZuk22w4dsN5sOutm7zKIjpFZ+gCOegKtdAdaqMOoihGz+gFvVpv1of1aX0tRwtWvnOCVmB9/wAdCqmr</latexit>

⇤2,22
<latexit sha1_base64="F2y3qoEzTFvE1dhBJGat8U0ZYLI=">AAACNHicbVA9SwNBFHwXv2I0JmppsxgFCwl312gZtLGwiGBUSI6wt/eSLNnbO3b3hHDkl9jqX7D2bwh2Ymtn7yZRMOrAwjDzHvN2wlRwbVz32SksLC4trxRXS2vr5Y1KdXPrSieZYthiiUjUTUg1Ci6xZbgReJMqpHEo8Docnk7861tUmify0oxSDGLal7zHGTVW6lYrnXM7HNFu7h/6/ph0qzW37k5B/hLvi9Qaex+PTwDQ7G465U6UsCxGaZigWrc9NzVBTpXhTOC41Mk0ppQNaR/blkoaow7y6eVjsm+ViPQSZZ80ZKr+3MhprPUoDu1kTM1A//Ym4n9eOzO94yDnMs0MSjYL6mWCmIRMaiARV8iMGFlCmeL2VsIGVFFmbFlzKRj2rR4nMpr/y7ca5JP0CDXvy3G5ZAv0ftf1l1z5dc+texe2yROYoQg7sAsH4MERNOAMmtACBhncwT08OI/Oi/PqvM1GC87XzjbMwXn/BJHDrHs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tLEWAu/8rzqXfMdf4t3S6/nA+xo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tLEWAu/8rzqXfMdf4t3S6/nA+xo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nAfvaXZkLD23y0PzhOsxN+mG3So=">AAACNHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV63Wtrp0M1gEF1KSbnRZdOPCRQX7gDaUyeS2HTqZhJmJUEK+xK3+gv8iuBO3foOTNoJtPTBwOOdezp3jRZwpbdvvVmFre2d3r7hfOjgsH1WqteOuCmNJoUNDHsq+RxRwJqCjmebQjySQwOPQ82a3md97AqlYKB71PAI3IBPBxowSbaRRtTK8N8M+GSXNy2YzxaNq3W7YC+BN4uSkjnK0RzWrPPRDGgcgNOVEqYFjR9pNiNSMckhLw1hBROiMTGBgqCABKDdZXJ7ic6P4eBxK84TGC/XvRkICpeaBZyYDoqdq3cvE/7xBrMfXbsJEFGsQdBk0jjnWIc5qwD6TQDWfG0KoZOZWTKdEEqpNWSsp4E2MHoTCX/3Lr+omWboPik1EWi6ZAp31ujZJt9lw7IbzYNdbN3mVRXSKztAFctAVaqE71EYdRFGMntELerXerA/r0/pajhasfOcErcD6/gEez6ms</latexit>

⇤2,2
<latexit sha1_base64="RdihwVnzwM2KL02Jt6LGpyJAHnA=">AAACMXicbVA9SwNBFHznZ4xGjZY2ix9gIeEujZaijYVFBGMCyRn29l6Sxb29Y3dPCEf+h63+BcHav5FObK3t3UsUjHFgYZh5j3k7QSK4Nq47cubmFxaXlgsrxdW10vrGZnnrRsepYlhnsYhVM6AaBZdYN9wIbCYKaRQIbAR357nfuEeleSyvzSBBP6I9ybucUWOl2/alHQ1pJ6seVYeks7nnVtwxyCzxvsne6f7nyysA1Dplp9QOY5ZGKA0TVOuW5ybGz6gynAkcFtupxoSyO9rDlqWSRqj9bHz2kBxYJSTdWNknDRmrvzcyGmk9iAI7GVHT13+9XPzPa6Wme+JnXCapQckmQd1UEBOTvAMScoXMiIEllClubyWsTxVlxjY1lYJBz+pRLMPpv/yofpanh6h5Tw5LRVug97euWXJTrXhuxbuyTZ7BBAXYgV04BA+O4RQuoAZ1YKDgAR7hyXl2Rs6b8z4ZnXO+d7ZhCs7HF5GWrA4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VFqwvLXetuo4Z0Pty+fi54nWza8=">AAACMXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GROjiZY2g1GwkLCbRsugjYVFBPOAZA2zszfJkNnZZWY2EJb8h63+guAP+BXpxNZaaycPwSQeGDiccy/nzvEizpS27bG1tr6xubWd2klndrN7+7n8QU2FsaRQpSEPZcMjCjgTUNVMc2hEEkjgcah7/euJXx+AVCwU93oYgRuQrmAdRok20kPr1oz6pJ2Uzksj3M4V7KI9BV4lzpwUyidfr2+DzHelnbeyLT+kcQBCU06Uajp2pN2ESM0oh1G6FSuICO2TLjQNFSQA5SbTs0f41Cg+7oTSPKHxVP27kZBAqWHgmcmA6J5a9ibif14z1p1LN2EiijUIOgvqxBzrEE86wD6TQDUfGkKoZOZWTHtEEqpNUwsp4HWNHoTCX/zLr+omk3QfFOuKUTZtCnSW61oltVLRsYvOnWnyCs2QQkfoGJ0hB12gMrpBFVRFFEn0iJ7Qs/Vija1362M2umbNdw7RAqzPH+LOrYg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VFqwvLXetuo4Z0Pty+fi54nWza8=">AAACMXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GROjiZY2g1GwkLCbRsugjYVFBPOAZA2zszfJkNnZZWY2EJb8h63+guAP+BXpxNZaaycPwSQeGDiccy/nzvEizpS27bG1tr6xubWd2klndrN7+7n8QU2FsaRQpSEPZcMjCjgTUNVMc2hEEkjgcah7/euJXx+AVCwU93oYgRuQrmAdRok20kPr1oz6pJ2Uzksj3M4V7KI9BV4lzpwUyidfr2+DzHelnbeyLT+kcQBCU06Uajp2pN2ESM0oh1G6FSuICO2TLjQNFSQA5SbTs0f41Cg+7oTSPKHxVP27kZBAqWHgmcmA6J5a9ibif14z1p1LN2EiijUIOgvqxBzrEE86wD6TQDUfGkKoZOZWTHtEEqpNUwsp4HWNHoTCX/zLr+omk3QfFOuKUTZtCnSW61oltVLRsYvOnWnyCs2QQkfoGJ0hB12gMrpBFVRFFEn0iJ7Qs/Vija1362M2umbNdw7RAqzPH+LOrYg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Er7vpL732pnvAJkSGQ/0JXcyyGw=">AAACMXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV61WW126GSyCCylJN7osunHhooJ9QBvLZHLTDp1MwsxEKKH/4VZ/wa/pTtz6E07aCLb1wMDhnHs5d44Xc6a0bc+twtb2zu5ecb90cFg+Oq5UTzoqSiSFNo14JHseUcCZgLZmmkMvlkBCj0PXm9xlfvcFpGKReNLTGNyQjAQLGCXaSM+DBzPqk2HauGrM8LBSs+v2AniTODmpoRytYdUqD/yIJiEITTlRqu/YsXZTIjWjHGalQaIgJnRCRtA3VJAQlJsuzp7hC6P4OIikeULjhfp3IyWhUtPQM5Mh0WO17mXif14/0cGNmzIRJxoEXQYFCcc6wlkH2GcSqOZTQwiVzNyK6ZhIQrVpaiUFvJHRw0j4q3/5Vd00S/dBsZGYlUumQGe9rk3SadQdu+482rXmbV5lEZ2hc3SJHHSNmugetVAbUSTRK3pD79aHNbc+ra/laMHKd07RCqzvHx6iqT8=</latexit>

⇤1,2
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: The lasso architecture based on ResNet-101. Each task head receives a linear combination

of unit outputs within block 3. Created by adaptations of original gures from [DZ17].

2.2.2 Progressive Network

Introduced in [RRD+16], is an architecture with explicit support for transfer

knowledge across sequences of tasks. Though it is more related in the eld of transfer learning, it

eventually solves K independent tasks at the end of training thus also ts in MTL.

Input

a

aa

a

: The structure of a three column progressive network. The rst two columns on the lef

(dashed arrows) were trained on task 1 and 2 respectively. The third task (green) accesses to all

previously learned features. Created by adaptations of original gures from [RRD+16].

The progressive network method applied a teacher-student relationship via lateral connections to

accelerate training. While most networks train from scratch, progressive networks retain a pool

of pre-trained models and accumulate previous learned knowledge via integrated at each

layer of the feature hierarchy.
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Some of key bene ts include (i) immunity to catastrophic forgetting6 ( the parameters in

the source tasks) and (ii) accelerate training via prior learned knowledge. Furthermore, adaptors a

ensures the number of parameters from the lateral connections to remain in the same order when

more tasks are added.

However, this design also introduces new issues. For example, the authors make no assumptions

on the task relationships, while the nal performance naturally relies on the training order. To nd

the optimal training order for K tasks simply requires K ! experiments which is impossible to test

out all the permutations in reality. Besides, the design is not able to train end-to-end and requires

K independent network parameters as similar to cross-stitch network which is not e cient.

2.2.3 Attention Network (Our Approach)

We now introduce our novel multi-task learning architecture based on attention, the Multi-Task

AttentionNetwork (MTAN).Theproposed architecture can readily be incorporated into any feed-

forward network, and in the following we demonstrate how to build MTAN upon an encoder-

decoder network, SegNet [BKC17]. This example con guration allows for image-to-image dense

pixel-level prediction, such as semantic segmentation and depth prediction.

MTAN consists of two components: a single shared network, and K task-

speci c attention networks. The shared network can be designed based on the particular task (in

our case, SegNet, for image-to-image predictions), whilst each task-speci c network consists of a set

of attention modules, which link with the shared network. The attention modules apply a sof at-

tentionmask to the shared network, to determine the importance of each feature for the particular

task. As such, the sof attention masks can be considered as feature selectors from the shared net-

work, which are automatically learned in an end-to-end manner, whilst the shared network learns

a compact global pool of features across all tasks.

6Catastrophic forgetting is a phenomenon particularly in neural networks when the networks completely forget
previous learned information when learning a new task.
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A detailed visualisation of our network based on VGG-16 [SZ14] is shown in Figure 2.6, which

displays the encoder half of SegNet. The decoder half of SegNet is then symmetric to VGG-16. As

shown, each attentionmodule learns a sof attentionmask,which itself is dependent on the features

in the shared network at the corresponding layer. Therefore, the features in the shared network,

and the sof attention masks, can be learned jointly to maximise the generalisation of the shared

features across multiple tasks, whilst simultaneouslymaximising the task-speci c performance due

to the sof attention.
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: Visualisation ofMTAN based on VGG-16, showing the encoder half of SegNet (with the

decoder half being symmetrical to the encoder). Task one (green) and task two (blue) have their

own set of attention modules, which link with the shared network (grey). Here, the middle of the

ve attention modules has its structure exposed for visualisation, which is then further expanded

in the bottom section of the gure, showing both the encoder and decoder versions of themodule.
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The attention module is designed to allow the task-speci c

network to learn task-related features, by applying a sof attentionmask to the features in the shared

network, with one attention mask per task per feature channel. We denote the shared features in

the j t h block of the shared network as p ( j ), and the learned attentionmask in this layer for task i as

a( j )i . The task-speci c features â( j )i in this layer, are then computed by element-wise multiplication

of the attention masks with the shared features:

â( j )i = (a
( j )
i + 1)⊙ p ( j ),

where⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication. The ‘+1’ operation is the residual identity mapping

motivated by [WJQ+17, HZRS16b], to help the network learn more robust attention maps by

avoiding exploding or vanishing gradients, which may otherwise be caused by consecutive layer-

by-layer multiplications.

As shown in Figure 2.6, for the rst attention module in the encoder, the attended features only

take input features in the shared network. But for subsequent attentionmodules in layer j ≥ 2, the

input is formed by a concatenation of the shared features u ( j ), and the task-speci c features from

the previous layer â( j−1)
i :

a( j )i = h
*

g
*+

u ( j ); f
*
â( j−1)

i

,-,,
, j ≥ 2,

Here, f , g , h are convolutional (or deconvolutional) layers with batch normalisation, following

a non-linear activation ReLu in f , g or Sigmoid in h. Both f and g are composed with a [3×
3] kernel, while h uses a [1× 1] kernel to match the channels between the concatenated features

and the shared features. Furthermore, in function g , we apply a stride of size 2, to match the

compressed / up-sampled resolution from the pooling / up-sampling operation. See Figure 2.6 for

the equivalence of architecture between the encoder and decoder.

The attention mask a( j )i ∈ [0,1] is learned in a self-supervised fashion with back-propagation. If

a( j )i → 0, the attended feature maps are equivalent to global feature maps and the tasks share all

the features. Therefore, we expect the performance to be no worse than that of a shared multi-task

network, which splits into individual tasks only at the end of the network, and we show results

demonstrating this in Section 2.3.
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2.3 Experimental Results

In this section, we introduce the dataset used for validation in Section 2.3.1, several baselines for

comparison to our MTAN method in Section 2.3.2 and learning tasks for evaluation in Section

2.3.3. In Section 2.3.4, we show the e fectiveness ofMTANwith various weightingmethods com-

pared with single andmulti-task baseline methods. To further understand the attention function,

we present the visualisation of the learned attention masks in Section 2.3.5.

2.3.1 Datasets

The CityScapes dataset [COR+16] includes 2975 training and 500 validation high-

resolution images, with publicly-available annotations. We use this dataset for two tasks: semantic

segmentation and depth estimation. To speed up training, all training and validation images were

resized to [128× 256] resolution. The dataset contains 19 classes from 7 categories for pixel-wise

semantic segmentation, together with pixel-wise depth labels. We pair the depth estimation task

with the coarser 7-class de ned in the original CityScapes dataset.

The NYUv2 dataset [NSF12] includes roughly 800 RGB D images for both training

and validation set. We evaluate our method on semantic class sets with 13 labels described in

[CFNL13]. The depth data for this dataset is recorded by depth cameras from Microsof Kinect,

and the surface normal are computed with the method from [ZP+14]. To speed up training, all

training and validation images were resized to [288× 384] resolution.

To test the robustness of ourmulti-task network, we perform experiments both in outdoor dataset

CityScapes and indoor datasetNYUv2 . Road scene images fromCityScapes have limited variation

with a standard spatial arrangementswhich canbe easily captured by a deepnetwork. Thedi culty

in outdoor scenes relies on small objects such as pedestrians and vehicles of far sight. In compari-

son, images of indoor scenes are much more complex since the view points can vary a lot and the

appearance for objects in the same categories widely vary in texture and shape as well as in di ferent
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lighting conditions. The pixel-wise dense prediction in indoor scene remains one of the hardest

challenges for architectures and methods design in computer vision.

2.3.2 Baselines

Most image-to-image multi-task learning architectures are designed based on speci c feed-forward

neural networks, and thus they are usually not directly comparable. Therefore, for a fair compari-

son acrossmulti-task learningmethods, we designed 4networks (1 single-task+ 3multi-task) based

on SegNet [PMB13], which we consider as baselines:

• Single-TaskAttentionNetwork, wherewe directly apply our proposedMTAN

whilst only performing a single task.

• The vanilla feedforward SegNet, which splits at the last layer for the nal predic-

tion of two tasks.

• A shared network with two task-speci c networks, where each task-speci c

network receives all features from the shared network, without any attention module. This is

similar to the cross-stitch network [MSGH16], but replaces the cross-stitches operations with

an additional shared network for a closer comparison to our method7.

• Theencoderpart of thenetwork is the same as ourproposedMTAN SegNet,

but we don’t apply attention modules to the decoder. Each task-speci c decoder network takes

its only task-speci c features and uses the standard SegNet decoder to return task predictions.

Both baselinesMTLBL1-SegNet andMTLBL2-SegNet have more parameters than our proposed

MTAN SegNet, and were tested to validate that our proposedmethod’s better performance is due

to the attentionmodules, rather than simply due to the increase in network parameters. A detailed

visualisation of these two baselines is presented in Figure 2.7.

7Note that the original Cross-Stitch Network scales poorly with the number of tasks, whereas our method scales
sub-linearly.
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: Two proposedMulti-task Learning Baseline based on SegNet.

2.3.3 Learning Tasks

In our application to image-to-image pixel-level dense prediction, we perform the following three

tasks, where ˆ represents the network predicted result, and represents the ground-truth label:

For semantic segmentation, we apply a pixel-wise cross-entropy for each

predicted class label from a depth-sof max classi er. We average the result for each valid pixel.

'1( , 1) =−
1

pq

∑
p,q

1(p, q) log ˆ
1(p, q).

For depth estimation, we apply an L1 norm comparing the inverse predicted

andground-truthdepth, as inverse depth canmore easily represent points at in nite distances (such

as the sky). The depth data for CityScape was calculated using the SGM algorithm [Hir08], and is

represented as inverse ground-truth depth. In NYUv2, the inverse ground truth depth was calcu-
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lated by 2/(D + 2), where D is the original depth map from the dataset.

'2( , 2) =
1

pq

∑
p,q
| 2(p, q)− ˆ

2(p, q)|.

For surface normal (only in NYUv2 dataset), we normalise the vector at each

pixel to unit L2 norm and employ an element-wise loss at each pixel using a dot product.

'3( , 3) =−
1

pq

∑
p,q

3(p, q) · ˆ 3(p, q).

2.3.4 Results onMulti-Task Learning

We now evaluate the performance of our proposed MTANmethod in image-to-image multi-task

learning, based on the SegNet architecture. Using the CityScapes and NYUv2 dataset described

in Section 2.3.1, we compare all the baseline methods introduced in the previous section, together

with vanilla SegNet itself [BKC17].

For each network architecture, we ran experiments with three types of weighting meth-

ods: equal weighting, weight uncertainty [KGC18], and our proposed DWA (with temperature

T = 20 and 5, found empirically to be optimum for CityScapes and NYUv2 respectively). We

trained all the models with stochastic gradient descent using a learning rate of 0.01 and momen-

tum of 0.9, with a batch size of 8. During training, we divide the learning rate by 2 for every 50

epochs, for a total of 150 epochs (except for the weight uncertainty method which drops the learn-

ing rate af er every 25 epochs). During training, we discovered that the weight uncertaintymethod

[KGC18] is not robust to learning rate. Therefore, to compare fairly to this method, we drop the

learning rate signi cantly to avoid premature saturation of the gradients.

Table 2.1 shows experimental results across all architectures, and all multi task weighting

schemes for both CityScapes and NYUv2 dataset. By comparing validation results, our method

either outperforms all other methods, across all weighting schemes, and across both tasks or per-

forms at least as well as our proposed baselines, despite they have a signi cant larger number of

parameter space.
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Table 2.1: Training andvalidation results forCityScapes (up) andNYUv2dataset (down). Wemea-

sure segmentation as themean intersection-over-union (mIoU) forCityScapes / accuracy (Acc.) for

NYUv2 (the higher the better), depth estimation as relative absolute error (RAE) for CityScapes /

mean absolute error (MAE) for NYUv2 (the lower the better) and surface normal as cosine simi-

larity (1+C os .) (the lower the better). Column #P compares the number of network parameters,

and the best performing combination of multi-task architecture and weighting is highlighted in

bold with top validation scores for each task are annotated with boxes.

Type #P. Architecture Weighting
Semantic (mIoU) Depth (RAE)

Train Val Train Val

Single Task 1 Vanilla SegNet [BKC17] n.a. 0.7012 0.5097 0.3101 0.5027
1.32 STAN - SegNet n.a. 0.6950 0.5200 0.4535 0.5535

Multi Task

Equal Weights 0.6850 0.5067 0.3542 0.5666
≈1 Vanilla SegNet, Split Uncert. Weights [KGC18] 0.4957 0.4434 0.5726

DWA, T = 20 0.6937

Equal Weights 0.7104 0.5164 0.4066 0.5166
3.02 MTLBL1-SegNet Uncert. Weights [KGC18] 0.5126 0.4480 0.5352

DWA, T = 20 0.7126

Equal Weights 0.6672 0.5161 0.3817 0.5019
2.06 MTLBL2-SegNet Uncert. Weights [KGC18] 0.5130 0.4478 0.5440

DWA, T = 20 0.6736

Equal Weights 0.6929 0.3490 0.4246
1.64 MTAN SegNet Uncert. Weights [KGC18] 0.5152 0.4318 0.4768

DWA, T = 20 0.6863 0.5259

Type #P. Architecture Weighting
Semantic (Acc.) Depth (MAE) Normal (1+Cos.)

Train Val Train Val Train Val

Single Task 1 Vanilla SegNet n.a. 0.8508 0.4521 0.0213 0.0717 0.0078 0.0577
1.32 STAN - SegNet n.a. 0.9784 0.5181 0.0194 0.0665 0.0096 0.0568

Multi Task

Equal 0.4668 0.0327 0.0692 0.0317 0.0570
≈ 1 Vanilla SegNet, Split Uncertainty 0.8552 0.4708 0.0676 0.0575

DWA, T = 5 0.8556 0.0387 0.0355

Equal 0.9902 0.5196 0.0157 0.0630 0.0053 0.0522
4.03 MTLBL1-SegNet Uncertainty 0.9903 0.0622 0.0516

DWA, T = 5 0.5328 0.0155 0.0050

Equal Weights 0.9901 0.5032 0.0142 0.0650 0.0067 0.0568
3.09 MTLBL2-SegNet Uncertainty 0.9906 0.5129 0.0556

DWA, T = 5 0.0136 0.0636 0.0063

Equal 0.9666 0.0222
1.96 MTAN SegNet Uncertainty 0.4918 0.0328 0.0618 0.0507

DWA, T = 5 0.9614 0.5012 0.0308 0.0678 0.0246 0.0503
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Moreover, ourmethod has two key advantages. First, due to the e ciency of having a single shared

feature pool with attentionmasks automatically learning which features to share, ourmethod out-

performs other methods without requiring extra parameters (column #P), and even with signi -

cantly fewer parameters in some cases. Second, ourmethod is more robust to the choice of weight-

ing scheme than other methods, and does not require cumbersome tweaking of loss weights. We

can also see that our proposedDWAweightingmethod performs best across most of the baselines,

whereas the uncertainty method [KGC18] appears to over t by displaying good training perfor-

mance, but poorer validation performance.

Input Image

Grouth Truth
(Semantic)

Single Task
SegNet [BKC17]

Multi Task
MTAN SegNet

Grouth Truth
(Depth)

Single Task
SegNet [BKC17]

Multi Task
MTAN SegNet

: CityScapes dataset validation results on 7-class semantic labelling and depth estimation all

trained with equal weighting. The original images are cropped to avoid invalid points for better

visualisation.
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To further investigate generalisation performance of our method compared to the single task Seg-

Net, in Figure 2.9 we plot the learning curve with respect to the loss of both tasks. We can clearly

see that our network is able to alleviate over tting (reduces the gap between training and valida-

tion) compared to single task training, and produces a better generalisable feature representation.

Figure 2.8 then shows qualitative results and comparison. We can see the advantage of multi-task

learning particularly for depth estimation, where the edges of objects are clearly more pronounced

compared with single-task training.
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: Learning curves of semantic and depth loss between vanilla SegNet [BKC17] and our

networkMTAN SegNet.

2.3.5 AttentionMasks as Feature Selectors

Finally, to further understand the role of the proposed attention modules, in Figure 2.10 we visu-

alise the layer 1 attentionmasks learnedwith our network. We can see a clear di ference in attention

masks between the two tasks, with eachmask working as a feature selector tomask out uninforma-

tive parts of the shared features, and focus on parts which are either task-speci c, or task-shared. In

particular, the attention masks have strong similarity to the shared features, and thus appear to act

as a feature augmentation, whereas the attentionmaps for depth estimation appear to act as sparse

feature extractors.
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Input Image Shared Features AttentionMask Task-Speci c Features

: Visualisation of the rst layer of 7-class semantic segmentation and depth estimation

attention features of our proposed network. Top row: semantic features; Bottom row: depth

features. The colours for each image are rescaled to t the data.
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Learningwith Auxiliary Tasks 3
In some learning scenarios, we only need to perform well on a subset of all learning tasks. In this

chapter, we introduce auxiliary learning, a new type of learning paradigm which focuses on build-

ing auxiliary tasks particularly to improve generalisation over a chosen subset of learning tasks.

We rst perform a deep analysis on multi-task relationships in Section 3.1 and understand gen-

eralisation behaviours with di ferent task attributes. We further propose a general meta learning

framework in Section 3.2, which is able to generate auxiliary tasks automatically to improve gener-

alisation and on top of that performs as well as human-designed tasks.

3.1 Generalisation & Expressibility in Auxiliary Learning

In thiswork, we rst re-introspect generalisation in deepneural networkswith an auxiliary learning

setting in both single andmulti domains. We train a multi-task network to simultaneously predict

a set of learning tasks in which each auxiliary task is chosen as one level of hierarchical label from a

de ned multi-label dataset. In all learning tasks, one task is marked as the primary task, and all the

rest learning tasks are marked as auxiliary tasks. Our goal is to understand how generalisation over

the primary task behaves when we have auxiliary tasks with di ferent class complexity.

In single domain, wemeasure class complexity in each learning task by the number of classes in the

dataset, i.e., the ner classi cation label which describes with a more detailed information gives a

higher complexity. Similarly, in multi domain, we measure complexity as the number of semantic

classes in the segmentation map for each image.
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dog
class 0

cat
class 1

Yorkshire Terrier
class 0

Persian cat
class 2

Border Collie
class 1

Siamese cat
class 3

Task 1 (principal)
low complexity

Task 2 (auxiliary)
high complexity

: An illustration for our dataset in single domain in which every image has a hierarchical

multi-label information. The courser label contains a lower complexity, whilst the ner label con-

tains a higher complexity. Each colour corresponds to the label information of its image.

We show that the generalisation of primary task is radically di ferent whenwe accompany auxiliary

tasks with di ferent class complexities. Our ndings can be summarised as,

i) The primary task in auxiliary learning will have improved performance when we accompany

auxiliary tasks with higher complexity.

ii) The performance of the primary task in auxiliary learning depends on the auxiliary task with

the highest performance improvement (no matter howmany auxiliary tasks given).

In the following sections, we perform experiments to support our ndings. Then, we provide a

new perspective on generalisation in the regime of deep learning to conclude the results from both

single and multi domains.

3.1.1 Image Pixel-wise Prediction inMulti Domains

To understand the e fect of class complexity in multi domain, we reuse the CityScapes dataset as

presented in Section 2.3.1. We evaluate our network on training data with di ferent number of

semantic classes (as described inTable 3.1), leaving the depth labels the same across all experiments.
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We trained the network with the same settings as in Section 2.3.4, but with all networks having

equal loss weighting.

Table 3.1: Three levels of semantic classes for the CityScapes data used in our experiments.

background

void void

at road, sidewalk

construction building, wall, fence

object pole, tra c light, tra c sign

nature vegetation, terrain

sky sky

foreground
human person, rider

vehicle carm truck, bus, caravan, trailer, train, motorcycle

We pair the depth estimation taskwith three levels of semantic segmentation using 2, 7 or 19 classes

(excluding the void group in 7 and19 classes). Labels for the 19 classes are the original ground-truth

labels, and the coarser 7 categories are de ned as in the original CityScapes dataset. We further

create a 2-class dataset with only background and foreground object classes. The details of these

segmentation classes are presented in Table 3.1. Please note that both the 7 and 19-class CityScapes

datasets have a void class which is not used in network training.

We apply the same training pipeline described in Section 2.3.4with our proposedmulti-

task attention network (Section 2.2.3) compared with baseline methods in Section 2.3.2.

Table 3.2 shows validation results for these experiments. Note that in single task depth

estimation, changing semantic class will have no e fect so we leave this part of the table blank. In

Figure 3.2, the performance gain of all multi-task methods (including our own), compared to the

single-task SegNet [BKC17], is shown.

There are three interesting ndings in this experiment. First, we observe that the multi-task per-

formance gain (over the single task network) increases as the number of semantic classes increases.

In fact, for only a 2-class setup, the single-task framework performs best. However, for greater
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Table 3.2: 2/7/19-class semantic segmentation and depth estimation results trained with equal

weighting on validation set of CityScapes dataset. We measure semantic segmentation as mean

intersection-over-union (mIoU) (the higher the better) and depth estimation as relative absolute

error (RAE) (the lower the better).

Type Method
Semantic (mIoU) Depth (RAE)

2-class 7-class 19-class 2-class 7-class 19-class

Single Task Vanilla SegNet [BKC17] 0.8004 0.5097 0.2675 - - -
STAN - SegNet 0.5200 0.2794 - - -

Multi Task

Vanilla SegNet, Split 0.7999 0.5067 0.2621 0.5666 0.4748
MTLBL1-SegNet 0.8103 0.5164 0.2723 0.5419 0.5166 0.4893
MTLBL2-SegNet 0.8027 0.5161 0.2795 0.6204 0.5019 0.4700
MTAN SegNet 0.8112 0.6067
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: Lef : Performance gain from all single-task and multi-task baseline methods compared

with results produced SegNet. Right: Depth loss from training and validation set in MTAN.

task complexity, the multi-task framework encourages the sharing of features, for a more e cient

use of available network parameters, which then leads to better results. Second, the complimen-

tary depth estimation task performs better when it trains with more semantic classes, owing to

the greater provision of complementary information from which shared features can be learned

for generalisation, further supporting the bene t of multi-task learning. Third, Figure 3.2 then

shows that for multi-task learning, greater task complexity causes the gap between validation loss

and training loss to actually decrease, and hence over tting to decrease, due to the ability to share

features across tasks using the supervised labels.
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As a deeper look into the performance change inMTAN SegNet compared to single task SegNet,

we further provide performance change in Figure 3.3 of our method compared to the single-task

SegNet. Here, the categories are sorted in increasing order of the mean percentage image coverage.

We can see our network outperform the single task baseline in 16 out of 19 classes. In particular,

there are the greatest performance boosts in small to mid sizes of classes, whilst classes with large

image coverage tend to already perform well with single-task learning. This further highlights the

power of multi-task learning when laballed data is scarce, but suggests that when su cient data is

available, single-task learning can still be e fective.
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class. We report performance gain in bar chart (purple) sorted in mean percentage image coverage
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3.1.2 Object Classi cation in Single Domain

In single domain with object classi cation, we build a 4-level hierarchy (3-10-20-100) based on

CIFAR100datasetwith humanknowledge (seeTable 3.3 for the full details). Considering auxiliary

learning for object classi cation in a single domain setting, the sharedmulti-task network takes one

single image and predicts one chosen level of our pre-de ned hierarchical multi-label information

in each classi cation task.

We rst perform experiments with one task chosen as 3/10/20-class label and a second

task chosen to be 100-class label and we compare the test performance between auxiliary training

and single task training (with no auxiliary tasks). We optimise the multi-task network with vanilla
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Table 3.3: Building a 4-level hierarchy for image classi cation task based on CIFAR100 dataset.

animals

large animals

reptiles crocodile, dinosaur, lizard, snake, turtle

large carnivores bear, leopard, lion, tiger, wolf

large omnivores and herbivores camel, cattle, chimpanzee, elephant, kangaroo

medium animals
aquatic mammals beaver, dolphin, otter, seal, whale

medium-sized mammals fox, porcupine, possum, raccoon, skunk

small animals
small mammals hamster, mouse, rabbit, shrew, squirrel

sh aquarium sh, at sh, ray, shark, trout

invertebrates
insects bee, beetle, butter y, caterpillar, cockroach

non-insect invertebrates crab, lobster, snail, spider, worm

people people baby, boy, girl, man, woman

vegetations vegetations

owers orchids, poppies, roses, sun owers, tulips

fruit and vegetables apples, mushrooms, oranges, pears, peppers

trees maple, oak, palm, pine, willow

objects and scenes

household objects

food containers bottles, bowls, cans, cups, plates

household electrical devices clock, keyboard, lamp, telephone, television

household furniture bed, chair, couch, table, wardrobe

construction large man-made outdoor things bridge, castle, house, road, skyscraper

natural scenes large natural outdoor scenes cloud, forest, mountain, plain, sea

vechicles
vehicles 1 bicycle, bus, motorcycle, pickup truck, train

vehicles 2 lawn-mower, rocket, streetcar, tank, tractor

stochastic gradient descent with learning rate 0.01. During training, we drop the learning rate by

half for every 50 epochs. For the fair comparison, we keep all our hyper-parameters the same across

all the experiments. In each task, we multiply a constant 1/N for N number of classi cation tasks

(e.g. N = 2 for trainingwith oneprimary andone auxiliary task) tonormalise the gradient such that

the shared network receives a similar level of gradient from the combination of back-propagations

from N tasks.

To make sure the generalisation behaviour of learning performance to be consistent and robust

across di ferent learning methods and network architectures, we train the network both with and

without regularisation in VGG-16 [SZ14] and ResNet-50 [HZRS16a] respectively with a hard

parameter sharing approach. We provide the test performance in Figure 3.4.
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In Figure 3.4, we observe that in either case, the performance of all tasks with 3/10/20-

class improve dramatically when pairing with the auxiliary task with 100-class whilst the perfor-

mance on the task with 100-class pairing with 3/10/20-class drops a certain degree of performance

compared to single task training.
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: The test performance on the primary task in VGG-16 (up) and ResNet-50 (down) pairing

with auxiliary tasks with a higher or lower class complexity.

However, what causes the primary task to achieve a better or worse generalisation remains un-

known. Though there are possiblymore underlying reasons, we propose twohypotheses to explain

this generalisation gap,

• Hypothesis 1: The higher complexity from auxiliary task brings more ner information which

assists the primary task to learn a more generalisable feature representation.

• Hypothesis 2: Thehigher complexity fromauxiliary task isworking as a regulariserwhich changes

the gradient dynamics during training with back-propagation and thus avoid over- tting.
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To further explore whether generalisation in auxiliary learning lies in our two proposed hypothe-

ses, we further perform experiments in which we consider 3-class as our primary task and a com-

bination of a subset of 10/20/100-class as our auxiliary tasks. In Figure 3.5 lef , we show that the

performance of primary task will further improve when we have higher auxiliary class complexity.

However, it will reach the highest improvement rate and decreasewhen the auxiliary class complex-

ity is excessive (i.e., pairing with 100-class performs worse than 20-class). In Figure 3.5 right, we

show that the performance of primary task only depends on the auxiliary task which provides the

best performance (i.e., pairing 20-class alone is the same as pairing a set of auxiliary tasks containing

20-class).
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: The test performance on the primary task in VGG-16 (up) and ResNet-50 (down) pairing

with auxiliary tasks with a multi-level class complexity.

In Figure 3.5, we believe both hypotheses are true in auxiliary learning whilst there should be a

tradeo f between the weighting of each hypothesis. In the most extreme case, when the auxiliary

task has the highest complexity where each image is assigned as one class, wemay consider auxiliary

task contains no useful information and only works as a regulariser by back-propagating noise.
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3.2 Meta Auxiliary Learning

In the previous section, we discussed the generalisation behaviour in an auxiliary learning setting.

It is naturally to think about, is it possible to generate auxiliary tasks automatically and improve

generalisation? In this section, we introduce a gradient descent meta learning based approach on

auxiliary learning which we calledMeta AuXiliary Learning (MAXL), is shown to generate higher

complexity task only counter-intuitively based on the primary taskwith low complexity. In a sense,

it learns to generate to assist the primary task by minimising domain divergence.

3.2.1 Problem Set-up &Model Objectives

The goal of meta auxiliary learning is to train a meta generator that can generate higher complexity

task to improve performance of the primary task. To accomplish this, we have two networks: a

multi-task evaluator (which is the same applied in Section 3.1) and a meta generator to generate

auxiliary tasks used in the multi-task evaluator. For simplicity, we consider classi cation tasks in

the following sections, whilst this meta approach can be easily generalised to any type of tasks.

We denote themulti-task evaluator as a function fθ1
(x) that takes an input x with network parame-

tersθ1 and themeta generator as a function gθ2
(x) that takes the same input x withnetwork param-

eters θ2. For each dataset, we split into three subsets: training (xtrain, ytrain), validation (xval, yval) and

test (xtest, ytest) with input data x and its corresponding ground truth label y for the primary task.

Particularly, training data are used for updating the θ1 and validation data are used for updating

the θ2 and we use test data for performance evaluation.

In multi-task evaluator, we apply a hard parameter sharing approach in which we predict the pri-

mary and auxiliary tasks using the same set of features θ1 in the multi-task network. At the end of

the last feature layer, we then further apply task-speci c layers to output the corresponding predic-

tion for each task. We denote the predicted primary labels by f pri
θ1
(x) and predicted auxiliary labels

by f aux
θ1
(x).
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In meta generator, we have the same input x as for the multi-task evaluator and it outputs the last

feature representation as gθ2
(x). For image classi cation task, in order to produce the constrained

predictions with a pre-de ned hierarchical structure, we need the additional input ground truth

primary labels y and a pre-de ned hierarchical structure ψ which represents the number of sub-

classes for each upper class. Having these additional inputs, we may generate the auxiliary labels

with gθ2
(x, y,ψ) via a mask (constrained) Sof Max for the nal prediction. The detailed explana-

tion of mask Sof Max is descibred in Section 3.2.2. The visualisation of the our proposed MAXL

approach is shown in Figure 3.6.

Meta
Generator

Multi-task
Evaluator

x
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x

<latexit sha1_base64="JAhJ72QyRF1aVPzO9TRxJqzPOlU=">AAACKHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vVpdugkVwY0lE0GXRjcsW7APaUCaTm3ToZBJmJmoJ/QK3+hN+jTvp1i9x0kawrRcuHM65l3vu8RJGpbLtmVHa2Nza3invmnv7B4dHlepxR8apINAmMYtFz8MSGOXQVlQx6CUCcOQx6Hrj+1zvPoGQNOaPapKAG+GQ04ASrDTVehlWanbdnpe1DpwC1FBRzWHVqA78mKQRcEUYlrLv2IlyMywUJQym5iCVkGAyxiH0NeQ4Aulmc6dT61wzvhXEQjdX1pz9u5HhSMpJ5OnJCKuRXNVy8j+tn6rg1s0oT1IFnCwOBSmzVGzlb1s+FUAUm2iAiaDaq0VGWGCidDhLV8ALNR/F3F/5RTxf/ipuljvwQdKQT01Th+isRrYOOld1x647reta466Is4xO0Rm6QA66QQ30gJqojQgC9Ire0LvxYXwaX8ZsMVoyip0TtFTG9w/mMaY1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JAhJ72QyRF1aVPzO9TRxJqzPOlU=">AAACKHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vVpdugkVwY0lE0GXRjcsW7APaUCaTm3ToZBJmJmoJ/QK3+hN+jTvp1i9x0kawrRcuHM65l3vu8RJGpbLtmVHa2Nza3invmnv7B4dHlepxR8apINAmMYtFz8MSGOXQVlQx6CUCcOQx6Hrj+1zvPoGQNOaPapKAG+GQ04ASrDTVehlWanbdnpe1DpwC1FBRzWHVqA78mKQRcEUYlrLv2IlyMywUJQym5iCVkGAyxiH0NeQ4Aulmc6dT61wzvhXEQjdX1pz9u5HhSMpJ5OnJCKuRXNVy8j+tn6rg1s0oT1IFnCwOBSmzVGzlb1s+FUAUm2iAiaDaq0VGWGCidDhLV8ALNR/F3F/5RTxf/ipuljvwQdKQT01Th+isRrYOOld1x647reta466Is4xO0Rm6QA66QQ30gJqojQgC9Ire0LvxYXwaX8ZsMVoyip0TtFTG9w/mMaY1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JAhJ72QyRF1aVPzO9TRxJqzPOlU=">AAACKHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vVpdugkVwY0lE0GXRjcsW7APaUCaTm3ToZBJmJmoJ/QK3+hN+jTvp1i9x0kawrRcuHM65l3vu8RJGpbLtmVHa2Nza3invmnv7B4dHlepxR8apINAmMYtFz8MSGOXQVlQx6CUCcOQx6Hrj+1zvPoGQNOaPapKAG+GQ04ASrDTVehlWanbdnpe1DpwC1FBRzWHVqA78mKQRcEUYlrLv2IlyMywUJQym5iCVkGAyxiH0NeQ4Aulmc6dT61wzvhXEQjdX1pz9u5HhSMpJ5OnJCKuRXNVy8j+tn6rg1s0oT1IFnCwOBSmzVGzlb1s+FUAUm2iAiaDaq0VGWGCidDhLV8ALNR/F3F/5RTxf/ipuljvwQdKQT01Th+isRrYOOld1x647reta466Is4xO0Rm6QA66QQ30gJqojQgC9Ire0LvxYXwaX8ZsMVoyip0TtFTG9w/mMaY1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JAhJ72QyRF1aVPzO9TRxJqzPOlU=">AAACKHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vVpdugkVwY0lE0GXRjcsW7APaUCaTm3ToZBJmJmoJ/QK3+hN+jTvp1i9x0kawrRcuHM65l3vu8RJGpbLtmVHa2Nza3invmnv7B4dHlepxR8apINAmMYtFz8MSGOXQVlQx6CUCcOQx6Hrj+1zvPoGQNOaPapKAG+GQ04ASrDTVehlWanbdnpe1DpwC1FBRzWHVqA78mKQRcEUYlrLv2IlyMywUJQym5iCVkGAyxiH0NeQ4Aulmc6dT61wzvhXEQjdX1pz9u5HhSMpJ5OnJCKuRXNVy8j+tn6rg1s0oT1IFnCwOBSmzVGzlb1s+FUAUm2iAiaDaq0VGWGCidDhLV8ALNR/F3F/5RTxf/ipuljvwQdKQT01Th+isRrYOOld1x647reta466Is4xO0Rm6QA66QQ30gJqojQgC9Ire0LvxYXwaX8ZsMVoyip0TtFTG9w/mMaY1</latexit>

Principal Task
SoftMax

Auxiliary Task
SoftMax

Generated Task
Mask SoftMax

f

aux

✓
1

(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="aWqzEL6Ig/H4cJkqgq7ASsRiSZ8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWqzEL6Ig/H4cJkqgq7ASsRiSZ8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWqzEL6Ig/H4cJkqgq7ASsRiSZ8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aWqzEL6Ig/H4cJkqgq7ASsRiSZ8=">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</latexit>

g✓2
(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="wldqwOPRKbsEdsZiGouzX3HIIoE=">AAACOHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPHV6tJNsAi6sCRF0KXoxmUFW4U2hMnkNh2cTMLMjVpCvsSt/oR/4s6duPULnD4ErR4YOJxzL/fMCTPBNbruqzU3v7C4tFxZsVfX1jc2q7Wtjk5zxaDNUpGqm5BqEFxCGzkKuMkU0CQUcB3eno/86ztQmqfyCocZ+AmNJe9zRtFIQXUzDooeDgBp0Cz3Hw6Cat1tuGM4f4k3JXUyRSuoWbVelLI8AYlMUK27npuhX1CFnAko7V6uIaPslsbQNVTSBLRfjJOXzp5RIqefKvMkOmP150ZBE62HSWgmE4oDPeuNxP+8bo79E7/gMssRJJsc6ufCwdQZ1eBEXAFDMTSEMsVNVocNqKIMTVm/rkAYGz1JZTTzF3V/+O34xShBBJrHsrRtU6I3W9lf0mk2PLfhXR7VT8+mdVbIDtkl+8Qjx+SUXJAWaRNGcvJInsiz9WK9We/Wx2R0zprubJNfsD6/AIyprAQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wldqwOPRKbsEdsZiGouzX3HIIoE=">AAACOHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPHV6tJNsAi6sCRF0KXoxmUFW4U2hMnkNh2cTMLMjVpCvsSt/oR/4s6duPULnD4ErR4YOJxzL/fMCTPBNbruqzU3v7C4tFxZsVfX1jc2q7Wtjk5zxaDNUpGqm5BqEFxCGzkKuMkU0CQUcB3eno/86ztQmqfyCocZ+AmNJe9zRtFIQXUzDooeDgBp0Cz3Hw6Cat1tuGM4f4k3JXUyRSuoWbVelLI8AYlMUK27npuhX1CFnAko7V6uIaPslsbQNVTSBLRfjJOXzp5RIqefKvMkOmP150ZBE62HSWgmE4oDPeuNxP+8bo79E7/gMssRJJsc6ufCwdQZ1eBEXAFDMTSEMsVNVocNqKIMTVm/rkAYGz1JZTTzF3V/+O34xShBBJrHsrRtU6I3W9lf0mk2PLfhXR7VT8+mdVbIDtkl+8Qjx+SUXJAWaRNGcvJInsiz9WK9We/Wx2R0zprubJNfsD6/AIyprAQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wldqwOPRKbsEdsZiGouzX3HIIoE=">AAACOHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPHV6tJNsAi6sCRF0KXoxmUFW4U2hMnkNh2cTMLMjVpCvsSt/oR/4s6duPULnD4ErR4YOJxzL/fMCTPBNbruqzU3v7C4tFxZsVfX1jc2q7Wtjk5zxaDNUpGqm5BqEFxCGzkKuMkU0CQUcB3eno/86ztQmqfyCocZ+AmNJe9zRtFIQXUzDooeDgBp0Cz3Hw6Cat1tuGM4f4k3JXUyRSuoWbVelLI8AYlMUK27npuhX1CFnAko7V6uIaPslsbQNVTSBLRfjJOXzp5RIqefKvMkOmP150ZBE62HSWgmE4oDPeuNxP+8bo79E7/gMssRJJsc6ufCwdQZ1eBEXAFDMTSEMsVNVocNqKIMTVm/rkAYGz1JZTTzF3V/+O34xShBBJrHsrRtU6I3W9lf0mk2PLfhXR7VT8+mdVbIDtkl+8Qjx+SUXJAWaRNGcvJInsiz9WK9We/Wx2R0zprubJNfsD6/AIyprAQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wldqwOPRKbsEdsZiGouzX3HIIoE=">AAACOHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPHV6tJNsAi6sCRF0KXoxmUFW4U2hMnkNh2cTMLMjVpCvsSt/oR/4s6duPULnD4ErR4YOJxzL/fMCTPBNbruqzU3v7C4tFxZsVfX1jc2q7Wtjk5zxaDNUpGqm5BqEFxCGzkKuMkU0CQUcB3eno/86ztQmqfyCocZ+AmNJe9zRtFIQXUzDooeDgBp0Cz3Hw6Cat1tuGM4f4k3JXUyRSuoWbVelLI8AYlMUK27npuhX1CFnAko7V6uIaPslsbQNVTSBLRfjJOXzp5RIqefKvMkOmP150ZBE62HSWgmE4oDPeuNxP+8bo79E7/gMssRJJsc6ufCwdQZ1eBEXAFDMTSEMsVNVocNqKIMTVm/rkAYGz1JZTTzF3V/+O34xShBBJrHsrRtU6I3W9lf0mk2PLfhXR7VT8+mdVbIDtkl+8Qjx+SUXJAWaRNGcvJInsiz9WK9We/Wx2R0zprubJNfsD6/AIyprAQ=</latexit>

f

pri
✓1
(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="NyKaTxuKybYh2fN99hg+QvfOhZ0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7TJTuUjm7A8V8knamWwgueSpGWc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7TJTuUjm7A8V8knamWwgueSpGWc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u7eg2qhV8ABOWEjIoF/okCfBDgA=">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</latexit>

g✓2
(x, y, )

<latexit sha1_base64="C0n+elNEuHmlnIGKIfEiHRSfe18=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C0n+elNEuHmlnIGKIfEiHRSfe18=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C0n+elNEuHmlnIGKIfEiHRSfe18=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/yyhIAllBvZyvXG5BZi3CKYKeLQ=">AAACGHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx2rtms3wSK4scy40aXgxmUF+4B2KJnMnTY0jyHJKGXoD7j1I/wadyL4N2baCrb1QOBwzs19nDjjzNgg+PYqO7t7+wfVQ/+o5h+fnNZrXaNyTaFDFVe6HxMDnEnoWGY59DMNRMQcevH0vvR7z6ANU/LJzjKIBBlLljJKrJPao3ozaAUL4G0SrkgTrTBqePVhomguQFrKiTGDMMhsVBBtGeUw94e5gYzQKRnDwFFJBJioWOw5xxdOSXCqtHvS4oX690dBhDEzEbtKQezEbHql+J83yG16GxVMZrkFSZeD0pxjq3B5NE6YBmr5zBFCNXO7YjohmlDrolnvpF+uxs4RSiZRUU5KwLCxXLusgPi3Zu67CMPNwLZJ97oVBq3wMUBVdIbO0SUK0Q26Qw+ojTqIogS9ojfv3fvwPpdRV7xV5g20Bu/rBynVoyI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1mbgr3rVb2a4pmZnriSSKEI3cG0=">AAACM3icbZDPSsNAEMYn/rf+qx68eAmKoKAl8aJHwYtHBWsLbQibzTRd3GzC7kQtsS/jVR/C1/AFvImv4LZWsK0DCx/fN7uz84tyKQx53rszMzs3v7C4tFxZWV1b36hurt6arNAc6zyTmW5GzKAUCuskSGIz18jSSGIjursY5I171EZk6oZ6OQYpS5ToCM7IWmF1OwnLNnWRWHjSP3g86h21cyMOw+qeV/OG5U4LfyT2YFRX4aZTbccZL1JUxCUzpuV7OQUl0yS4xH6lXRjMGb9jCbasVCxFE5TDBfruvnVit5NpexS5Q/fvjZKlxvTSyHamjLpmMhuY/2WtgjpnQSlUXhAq/jOoU0iXMndAw42FRk6yZwXjWti/urzLNONkmY2/pB+OE5ukmYqDcjApRiMSNbZZidFvT79iGfqTxKbF7UnN92r+tQdLsAO7cAA+nMI5XMIV1IHDEzzDC7w6b86H8/lDe8YZYd+CsXK+vgH8v60K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1mbgr3rVb2a4pmZnriSSKEI3cG0=">AAACM3icbZDPSsNAEMYn/rf+qx68eAmKoKAl8aJHwYtHBWsLbQibzTRd3GzC7kQtsS/jVR/C1/AFvImv4LZWsK0DCx/fN7uz84tyKQx53rszMzs3v7C4tFxZWV1b36hurt6arNAc6zyTmW5GzKAUCuskSGIz18jSSGIjursY5I171EZk6oZ6OQYpS5ToCM7IWmF1OwnLNnWRWHjSP3g86h21cyMOw+qeV/OG5U4LfyT2YFRX4aZTbccZL1JUxCUzpuV7OQUl0yS4xH6lXRjMGb9jCbasVCxFE5TDBfruvnVit5NpexS5Q/fvjZKlxvTSyHamjLpmMhuY/2WtgjpnQSlUXhAq/jOoU0iXMndAw42FRk6yZwXjWti/urzLNONkmY2/pB+OE5ukmYqDcjApRiMSNbZZidFvT79iGfqTxKbF7UnN92r+tQdLsAO7cAA+nMI5XMIV1IHDEzzDC7w6b86H8/lDe8YZYd+CsXK+vgH8v60K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="W6zYGCwnOlNAxwzxWfDUOn7j+nA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C0n+elNEuHmlnIGKIfEiHRSfe18=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C0n+elNEuHmlnIGKIfEiHRSfe18=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C0n+elNEuHmlnIGKIfEiHRSfe18=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C0n+elNEuHmlnIGKIfEiHRSfe18=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C0n+elNEuHmlnIGKIfEiHRSfe18=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C0n+elNEuHmlnIGKIfEiHRSfe18=">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</latexit>

y, 
<latexit sha1_base64="OR+vn1L7vy1dyZifNT22DxRLC88=">AAACLHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpdugkVwoSURQZdFNy4r2Ae0oUwmN+nYySTMTJQQ+g9u9SP8Gjcibv0OJ20E23pg4HDOvXPvPW7MqFSW9WGUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dvWptvyOjRBBok4hFoudiCYxyaCuqGPRiATh0GXTd8U3udx9BSBrxe5XG4IQ44NSnBCstddLTQSzpsFq3GtYU5jKxC1JHBVrDmlEdeBFJQuCKMCxl37Zi5WRYKEoYTCqDREKMyRgH0NeU4xCkk03XnZjHWvFMPxL6cWVO1b8dGQ6lTENXV4ZYjeSil4v/ef1E+VdORnmcKOBkNshPmKkiM7/d9KgAoliqCSaC6l1NMsICE6UTmv9JPJ0F2gkj7jlZPskDSQM+d1kG7m/NpKIztBcTWyad84ZtNey7i3rzukizjA7RETpBNrpETXSLWqiNCHpAz+gFvRpvxrvxaXzNSktG0XOA5mB8/wBGc6gs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OR+vn1L7vy1dyZifNT22DxRLC88=">AAACLHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpdugkVwoSURQZdFNy4r2Ae0oUwmN+nYySTMTJQQ+g9u9SP8Gjcibv0OJ20E23pg4HDOvXPvPW7MqFSW9WGUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dvWptvyOjRBBok4hFoudiCYxyaCuqGPRiATh0GXTd8U3udx9BSBrxe5XG4IQ44NSnBCstddLTQSzpsFq3GtYU5jKxC1JHBVrDmlEdeBFJQuCKMCxl37Zi5WRYKEoYTCqDREKMyRgH0NeU4xCkk03XnZjHWvFMPxL6cWVO1b8dGQ6lTENXV4ZYjeSil4v/ef1E+VdORnmcKOBkNshPmKkiM7/d9KgAoliqCSaC6l1NMsICE6UTmv9JPJ0F2gkj7jlZPskDSQM+d1kG7m/NpKIztBcTWyad84ZtNey7i3rzukizjA7RETpBNrpETXSLWqiNCHpAz+gFvRpvxrvxaXzNSktG0XOA5mB8/wBGc6gs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OR+vn1L7vy1dyZifNT22DxRLC88=">AAACLHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpdugkVwoSURQZdFNy4r2Ae0oUwmN+nYySTMTJQQ+g9u9SP8Gjcibv0OJ20E23pg4HDOvXPvPW7MqFSW9WGUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dvWptvyOjRBBok4hFoudiCYxyaCuqGPRiATh0GXTd8U3udx9BSBrxe5XG4IQ44NSnBCstddLTQSzpsFq3GtYU5jKxC1JHBVrDmlEdeBFJQuCKMCxl37Zi5WRYKEoYTCqDREKMyRgH0NeU4xCkk03XnZjHWvFMPxL6cWVO1b8dGQ6lTENXV4ZYjeSil4v/ef1E+VdORnmcKOBkNshPmKkiM7/d9KgAoliqCSaC6l1NMsICE6UTmv9JPJ0F2gkj7jlZPskDSQM+d1kG7m/NpKIztBcTWyad84ZtNey7i3rzukizjA7RETpBNrpETXSLWqiNCHpAz+gFvRpvxrvxaXzNSktG0XOA5mB8/wBGc6gs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OR+vn1L7vy1dyZifNT22DxRLC88=">AAACLHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVpdugkVwoSURQZdFNy4r2Ae0oUwmN+nYySTMTJQQ+g9u9SP8Gjcibv0OJ20E23pg4HDOvXPvPW7MqFSW9WGUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dvWptvyOjRBBok4hFoudiCYxyaCuqGPRiATh0GXTd8U3udx9BSBrxe5XG4IQ44NSnBCstddLTQSzpsFq3GtYU5jKxC1JHBVrDmlEdeBFJQuCKMCxl37Zi5WRYKEoYTCqDREKMyRgH0NeU4xCkk03XnZjHWvFMPxL6cWVO1b8dGQ6lTENXV4ZYjeSil4v/ef1E+VdORnmcKOBkNshPmKkiM7/d9KgAoliqCSaC6l1NMsICE6UTmv9JPJ0F2gkj7jlZPskDSQM+d1kG7m/NpKIztBcTWyad84ZtNey7i3rzukizjA7RETpBNrpETXSLWqiNCHpAz+gFvRpvxrvxaXzNSktG0XOA5mB8/wBGc6gs</latexit>

SoftMax

Mask SoftMax  = [2,2,1]
<latexit sha1_base64="oL1Gso4QtVJhBESlI54lmgDHSyo=">AAACMnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vVpduBovgopaZIuhGKLpxWcE+YDqUTOa2DU0yQ5JRytDfcKsf4c/oTtz6EabtCLb1QOBwzn3lBDGjSjvOu5VbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiqXDlooSSaBJIhbJToAVMCqgqalm0IklYB4waAej26nffgSpaCQe9DgGn+OBoH1KsDZStxsreu3VKrWK6/eKZafqzGCvEjcjZZSh0StZxW4YkYSD0IRhpTzXibWfYqkpYTApdBMFMSYjPADPUIE5KD+dHT2xT40S2v1Imie0PVP/dqSYKzXmgankWA/VsjcV//O8RPev/JSKONEgyHxRP2G2juxpAnZIJRDNxoZgIqm51SZDLDHRJqfFSfLpfGAcHonQT6ebQlB0IBZ+lkLwWzMpmAzd5cRWSatWdZ2qe39Rrt9kaebRMTpBZ8hFl6iO7lADNRFBMXpGL+jVerM+rE/ra16as7KeI7QA6/sHZQyppQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oL1Gso4QtVJhBESlI54lmgDHSyo=">AAACMnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vVpduBovgopaZIuhGKLpxWcE+YDqUTOa2DU0yQ5JRytDfcKsf4c/oTtz6EabtCLb1QOBwzn3lBDGjSjvOu5VbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiqXDlooSSaBJIhbJToAVMCqgqalm0IklYB4waAej26nffgSpaCQe9DgGn+OBoH1KsDZStxsreu3VKrWK6/eKZafqzGCvEjcjZZSh0StZxW4YkYSD0IRhpTzXibWfYqkpYTApdBMFMSYjPADPUIE5KD+dHT2xT40S2v1Imie0PVP/dqSYKzXmgankWA/VsjcV//O8RPev/JSKONEgyHxRP2G2juxpAnZIJRDNxoZgIqm51SZDLDHRJqfFSfLpfGAcHonQT6ebQlB0IBZ+lkLwWzMpmAzd5cRWSatWdZ2qe39Rrt9kaebRMTpBZ8hFl6iO7lADNRFBMXpGL+jVerM+rE/ra16as7KeI7QA6/sHZQyppQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oL1Gso4QtVJhBESlI54lmgDHSyo=">AAACMnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vVpduBovgopaZIuhGKLpxWcE+YDqUTOa2DU0yQ5JRytDfcKsf4c/oTtz6EabtCLb1QOBwzn3lBDGjSjvOu5VbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiqXDlooSSaBJIhbJToAVMCqgqalm0IklYB4waAej26nffgSpaCQe9DgGn+OBoH1KsDZStxsreu3VKrWK6/eKZafqzGCvEjcjZZSh0StZxW4YkYSD0IRhpTzXibWfYqkpYTApdBMFMSYjPADPUIE5KD+dHT2xT40S2v1Imie0PVP/dqSYKzXmgankWA/VsjcV//O8RPev/JSKONEgyHxRP2G2juxpAnZIJRDNxoZgIqm51SZDLDHRJqfFSfLpfGAcHonQT6ebQlB0IBZ+lkLwWzMpmAzd5cRWSatWdZ2qe39Rrt9kaebRMTpBZ8hFl6iO7lADNRFBMXpGL+jVerM+rE/ra16as7KeI7QA6/sHZQyppQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oL1Gso4QtVJhBESlI54lmgDHSyo=">AAACMnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vVpduBovgopaZIuhGKLpxWcE+YDqUTOa2DU0yQ5JRytDfcKsf4c/oTtz6EabtCLb1QOBwzn3lBDGjSjvOu5VbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiqXDlooSSaBJIhbJToAVMCqgqalm0IklYB4waAej26nffgSpaCQe9DgGn+OBoH1KsDZStxsreu3VKrWK6/eKZafqzGCvEjcjZZSh0StZxW4YkYSD0IRhpTzXibWfYqkpYTApdBMFMSYjPADPUIE5KD+dHT2xT40S2v1Imie0PVP/dqSYKzXmgankWA/VsjcV//O8RPev/JSKONEgyHxRP2G2juxpAnZIJRDNxoZgIqm51SZDLDHRJqfFSfLpfGAcHonQT6ebQlB0IBZ+lkLwWzMpmAzd5cRWSatWdZ2qe39Rrt9kaebRMTpBZ8hFl6iO7lADNRFBMXpGL+jVerM+rE/ra16as7KeI7QA6/sHZQyppQ==</latexit>

: Lef : Visualisation of two networks applied in meta auxiliary learning algorithm. Right:

Visualisation of vanilla Sof Max and Mask Sof Max as for an example of primary 3-class and aux-

iliary 5-class task. Compared to Sof Max, Mask Sof Max has an additional hierarchical structure

φ= [2,2,1] to constrain prediction space.

For both primary and auxiliary classi cation tasks, we apply focal loss [LGG+17] with a focusing

parameter γ = 2 which is de ned as,

' (ŷ, y) =−y(1− ŷ)γ log(ŷ)

where ŷ is the predicted label and y is the ground-truth label.

The focal loss which learns to focus on the incorrectly predicted labels can further improve the

performance during our experimental evaluation comparedwith the regular cross entropy log loss.
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To update the parameter space θ1 in multi-task evaluator, we de ne the multi-task objective as

follows:

argmin
θ1

.
' ( f pri

θ1
(x (i )train), y (i )train)+' ( f aux

θ1
(x (i )train), gθ2

(x (i )train, y (i )train,ψ))
/

in which (i ) is denoted as i t h batch from the training data.

Training the multi-task network rst requires the generated auxiliary tasks produced from meta

generator. It then takes a direct combination of losses computed from both primary and auxil-

iary tasks. For each back-propagation for this combined multi-task loss, the network is learning to

predict the human de ned primary task as well as and the generated auxiliary task.

To update the parameter space θ2 in meta generator, we de ne the meta objective as follows,

argmin
θ2

' ( f pri
θ+1
(x (i )val ), y (i )val )

in which

θ+1 = θ1−α∇θ1

.
' ( f pri

θ1
(x (i )val ), y (i )val )+' ( f aux

θ1
(x (i )val ), gθ2

(x (i )val , y (i )val ,ψ)
/

,

α is a hyper-parameter learning rate and the updated θ+1 holds the same structure of the multi-task

loss used in updating the θ1 af er one step of gradient descent.

The trick in meta objective is that we perform the derivative over a derivative (a Hession matrix)

to update the θ2 by using a retained computing graph of θ+1 to connect the relationship with θ2

without having a zero gradient. The meta objective is trying to generate the best auxiliary labels

such that to maximise the validation performance of the primary task. This second derivative trick

in meta learning was also appeared in [FAL17] and [LZCL17].

However, we found out that the generated auxiliary label can easily collapse (i.e. degenerate into

the similar class complexity as to one of the primary task) that hits a local minima without pro-

ducing any extra useful knowledge. Thus, to encourage the network learning more meaningful

information, we further apply an entropy loss5 (gθ2
(x (i )val , y (i )val ,ψ)) as a regularisation term in the

meta objective. The detailed explanation of the entropy loss and the collapsing label problem will

be discussed in Section 3.2.3.
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Lastly, the entire MAXL algorithm pipeline is de ned as follows:

D =
0
(xtrain, ytrain), (xval, yval)

1

Network parameters: θ1,θ2; Sub-class number: ψ

Hyper-parameter (learning rate): α,β; Hyper-parameter (task weighting): λ

i

0
(x (i )train, y (i )train), (x

(i )
val , y (i )val )

1 ∈ 0(xtrain, ytrain), (xval, yval)
1

Update: θ1← θ1−α∇θ1

.
' ( f pri

θ1
(x (i )train), y (i )train)+' ( f aux

θ1
(x (i )train), gθ2

(x (i )train, y (i )train,ψ)
/

Compute: θ+1 = θ1−α∇θ1

.
' ( f pri

θ1
(x (i )val ), y (i )val )+' ( f aux

θ1
(x (i )val ), gθ2

(x (i )val , y (i )val ,ψ)
/

Update: θ2← θ2−β∇θ2

.
' ( f pri

θ+1
(x (i )val ), y (i )val )+λ5 (gθ2

(x (i )val , y (i )val ,ψ))
/

3.2.2 Mask Sof Max for Hierarchical Predictions

In the prediction layer of the meta generator, we design a modi ed Sof Max function to predict

the correct hierarchical labels with a pre-de ned hierarchy ψ.

As shown in Figure 3.6 (upper right), the original sof max function which does not depend on

the upper hierarchy labels (in the primary task) could not predict the expected hierarchical labels

without any prediction constrains. Thus, it basically performs (re)-clustering with a larger (thus

ner) label space. While the mask Sof Max resolves this issue by multiplying a binary mask on the

original Sof Max function.

Building the binary mask M depends on the primary ground-truth label y and a hierarchical struc-

ture ψ. ψ is de ned to have the same number of the primary label in which each element ψ[i]

represents the i t h number of sub-classes in each upper-class and thus we have the total prediction

space for auxiliary label is
∑

i ψ[i].
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We build the binary mask M = " (y,ψ) with a binarise function" . The primary ground-truth

label y rst picks a range of corresponding hierarchical sub-classes ψ[y] and then create a binary

mask M with size
∑

i ψ[i] in a multi one-hot encoding #∑
i<y ψ[i]:

∑
i<y+1ψ[i] (#a:b is denoted as an

one-hot encoding in which indexes from a to b are encoded as 1).

Let’s again use the example in Figure 3.6. Considering the primary task to be class 3 with ground

truth labels y = 0,1,2 and hierarchical structure ψ = [2,2,1], we will have the auxiliary predic-

tion space is equal to 5 and corresponding binary masks M = [1,1,0,0,0], [0,0,1,1,0], [0,0,0,0,1]

respectively.

Finally, we apply binarymaskM with an element-wisemultiplicationon the original Sof Max func-

tion for the nal hierarchical predictions,

Sof Max: p(ŷi ) =
exp ŷi∑
i exp ŷi

, Mask Sof Max: p(ŷi ) =
exp M ⊙ ŷi∑
i exp M ⊙ ŷi

, M =" (y,ψ).

in which p(ŷi ) represents the probability of the predicted primary label ŷ over class i and⊙ repre-

sents element-wise multiplication.

3.2.3 The Collapsing Class Problem

As discussed in the previous sections, we predict each auxiliary label with a hierarchical structureψ.

However, the number of sub-classes de ned inψ[i] is the maximal auxiliary label prediction space

with no guarantee allψ[i] classes will be predicted. In another word, in some cases, some auxiliary

labels de ned inψ[i] can be overlooked and thus collapsed into a smaller class size unless/until for

the case when ψ[i] = 1 (no hierarchy de ned in upper class i). In experiments, we found out this

phenomenon is particularly serious when we have a large learning rate for training meta generator

or with a really large hierarchy ψ.

To avoid the collapsing class problem, in addition to applying a smaller learning rate, we also design

an additional regularisation loss, which we called the entropy loss5 (ŷ (i )) to encourage the meta

generator utilise the entire prediction space by maximising prediction entropy.
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Assuming we have a well-balanced dataset, the entropy loss is trying to calculate the KL distance

between the predicted auxiliary label space ŷ (i ) and a uniform distribution6 for each i t h batch.

It is equivalent to calculate the entropy of the predicted label space and is de ned as the follows,

5 (ŷ (i )) =
K∑

k=1

yk log yk , yk =
1
N

N∑
i=1

ŷ (i ).

in which K is the number of prediction label size and N is the training batch size.

In a well-balanced dataset, the entropy loss encourages the predicted auxiliary label to follow a

uniform distribution (thus having a high entropy) when we have a large batch size. Whilst if the

prior knowledge of the data distribution is known, we may also further revise the entropy loss to

follow a desired distribution by minimising KL divergence as one might wish.

The entropy loss is essential to achieve the human-level performance as shown in further experi-

ments. As it encourages to learn a higher entropy for the auxiliary task, themeta generatorwill pro-

duce a more informative knowledge and e fectively avoid local minimas during training in which

it produces minimal extra knowledge if directly optimising with raw gradient descent.

3.3 Experimental Results

In Section 3.1, we present the learning behaviour in auxiliary training across di ferent types of

network with or without regularisation. Without loss of generalisation, we perform all following

experiments in VGG-16 network without regularisation for simplicity.

3.3.1 The Performance of MAXL

We evaluate our proposedMAXL algorithm comparedwith human-de ned hierarchy used in Sec-

tion 3.1 and single-task training. We exhaustively run all possible hierarchical combinations in our

designed 4-level CIFAR100 dataset in Table 3.3 and we present our results in Figure 3.7.
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: The visualisation of learning curves for test data training withMAXL, multi-task learning

with human-de ned hierarchy and single task learning. We provide all 6 di ferent combinations of

primary and auxiliary task in our proposed 4-level CIFAR100 dataset.

We train themulti-task evaluator using the same optimisationmethod described in Sec-

tion 3.1.2 with a learning rate of 0.01 and the meta generator with a smaller learning rate 10−4. For

both networks, we drop the learning rate by half for every 50 epochswith training for 200 epochs in

total and optimise with vanilla stochastic gradient descent. We employ an L1 normweight decay of

5 · 10−4 on meta generator and pick the task weighting of entropy loss to be 0.2 (roughly performs

the best during our hyper-parameter grid search).

In Figure 3.7, we observe that our MAXL proposal outperforms the human-de ned

hierarchy in 4 out of 6 cases. Whilst for those two cases (primary 3-classwith auxiliary 20, 100-class)

which MAXL do not surpass, it still performs relatively close to the performance with human-

de ned knowledge and noticeably better than the one with single task training. In addition to

training with human knowledge which having a larger performance acceleration in the beginning

training steps, ourMAXLproposal learns to re ne the auxiliary knowledge on the y and gradually

improve generalisation even at the nal training stage.
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To further explore how knowledge built from MAXL and human can a fect generalisation com-

pared to single task learning, we employ t-SNE [MH08] to map our high dimensional features

learned in the last shared layer into a 2Dmap in Figure 3.8.

Single Human MAXL

PRI 3 | AUX 10

Single Human MAXL

PRI 20 | AUX 100

: t-SNE visualisation of the learned last feature layer in the shared multi-task network train-

ing with two primary and auxiliary task combinations from the 4-level CIFAR100 dataset. Colour

for each image is de ned by the primary class.

There are several interesting ndings from the t-SNE visualisation. Within both two cases from

Figure 3.8, we can see theMAXL provides the most linearly separable feature representation com-

pared to human-based and single task learning andmost of the classes inMAXL are well clustered

in a circular shape embedding. To further notice in the case for primary 3-class with auxiliary 10-

class, we know both human and MAXL learning produce a similar learning curve as shown in

Figure 3.7, whilst the embedding learned inMAXL looks more visually separable.

3.3.2 ExploreThe Limit of Auxiliary Task Complexity

To understand how the auxiliary class complexity and the entropy loss can a fect generalisation, we

further design 6 hierarchies with an increasing complexity de ned as ψ[i] = 2,5,10,20,50,100,∀i

respectively. We perform experiments both with and without entropy loss on CIFAR10 dataset

which has primary prediction space of 10.

Weprovide our results in Figure 3.9 inwhichwe plot the test performance improvement compared

with single task learning under di ferent auxiliary class complexities. The performance is provided

by averaging the test results from the last 5 epochs to reduce training uncertainties. We also man-
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age to calculate class collapsing rate in each hierarchy af er training which is de ned as the size of

collapsed auxiliary predicted space divided by the size of designed predicted space.
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: Lef : Performance improvement in percentages from trainingwithMAXLcomparedwith

single task learning in 6 de ned hierarchies. Right: The collapsing class rate in percentages for each

de ned hierarchy.

In Figure 3.9, we show the e fectiveness of entropy loss for which the performance improvement

can be further increased when we apply the meta objective with entropy loss. Furthermore, we

observe an interesting trend in which improvement curves for both with or without entropy loss

follows a ∩ shape. We believe this trend substantiates the hypotheses we discussed in explaining

generalisation in Section 3.1.2. As if we employ an excessive complexity of auxiliary task, the role

of auxiliary task simply becomes a pure regulariser by introducing noise duringmulti-task training.

Besides, the experiment shows the auxiliary learning performs the best when we have 100 auxiliary

class which is 10 times larger than the primary class and have a relatively small class collapsing rate.

This result is also consistent with the one with CIFAR100 in which we show the auxiliary class-

20 helps most on class-3 comparing class-10 and 100. In either case, when we have excessive large

auxiliary prediction space, it will be collapsed substantially and learns no extra helpful knowledge.

3.3.3 Human Interpretation of Generated Knowledge

To explore the auxiliary knowledge generated by MAXL, we visualise some top predicted candi-

dates in some randomly selected primary classes. We again choose CIFAR100 as an example and
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we pick the task combination with primary 20-class and auxiliary 100-class which shows to exceed

the performance based on human knowledge most out of other task combinations in Figure 3.7.

In addition, we also apply MAXL on an easier dataset MNIST in which auxiliary task is de ned

to be class-30. We present our results in Figure 3.10.

0

3

5

7

9

: Visualisation of top 5 candidates of 3 randomly selected auxiliary classes in each primary

class as shown in the last column. We present the visualisation in CIFAR100 dataset with primary

class-20 and auxiliary 100-class (up) andMNIST dataset (down).

To our surprise, the generated auxiliary label visualised in both dataset shows no obvious human

understandable knowledge. In particular, we cannot nd any similaritywithin each generated aux-

iliary class whether in shape, colour, style, structure or semantic meaning. Further, we found out

the generated auxiliary knowledge is not xed since the top predicted candidates are swapped com-

pletely when we re-trained the network from scratch. The explanation for such observation is still

uncertain, whilst we speculate that the human-designed knowledge is just one out of in nite num-

ber of local optimums in knowledge space for each learning task.
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Another explanation for the performance improvement is that any auxiliary label generated by

MAXL is a sof label which certainly contains more information than the one-hot label de ned

by human. The bene t of sof label is well studied in [BHRF18] in which the authors showed the

model trainedwith sof labels producedmore accurate predictions andmore robust to over- tting.

In our experiments, we show that human knowledge is sub-optimal and there exists a better way

for a learning system itself to automatically explore on solving one learning taskwithmeta learning.

It remains several questions unanswered like how to interpret machine-generated knowledge and

how to close the generalisation gap between human andmachine-design knowledge? The answers

to such questions require a deeper understanding and analysis in meta and auxiliary learning. We

believe it is one of the key steps to understand generalisation in the regime of deep learning.

There’s still a long way to go...
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Conclusion& FutureWork 4
Inthis thesis, we have investigated several important research aspects in the eld ofmulti-task learn-

ing. We start by examining the easy task domination problem in multi-task training which moti-

vates a better design in adaptivemulti-task loss functions. We further provide a uni ed approachby

building a multi-task architecture based on attention which can learn task-shared and task-speci c

features automatically in an e cient and end-to-end manner. Then, we study the problem of aux-

iliary learning, particularly the generalisation behaviours under di ferent task complexities. Lastly,

wedesign a learning systemwhich is able to generate auxiliary knowledge as useful as humanknowl-

edge by combining the advantages and characteristics from both auxiliary and meta learning. Be-

low, we point out several important future directions that should be further investigated.

In Chapter 3.1, we study auxiliary learning with di fer-

ent task complexities in the same visual domain. Whilst towards a more complicated real-life ap-

plication, understanding a set of diverse types of tasks in multi domain is far more wanted since

most learning tasks are interdependent. In [ZSS+18], the authors studied the multi-task relation-

ships in a graphical structure by producing a computational task taxonomic map. However, the

authors achieved the task relatedness only by applying a progressive learning approach as similar

to [RRD+16] which is computational ine cient and biased. A more desired approach should

explore the inter-relationships in multi-task learning only in one run-time as well as produce a

dynamic rather than static complete computational graph since the task relatedness in di ferent

training stage might also be di ferent.

InMAXLalgorithm,we show that themeta generator is able to generate

knowledge to improveperformance of the primary task. A further step is considering the casewhen
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having no ground-truth primary task as well. With only providing minimal task prior knowledge,

we may develop learning systems which can assist each other on the y in a self auxiliary learning

manner. One practical setting is to build two meta generators in which one meta generator feeds

the generated knowledge to the othermeta generator to improve performance for a generated task.

For a xed parameter space, training with an increasing diverse set of tasks

will also increasememory complexity. In [Kok17], authors show that themulti-task network train-

ing with 7 tasks drops performance signi cantly compared with training with 1 task. Having fea-

ture representation e fectively scales well to a larger number of learning tasks arguably possess a

certain level of universality. Whilst design such adaptive learning system is challenging, under-

standing why and how feature representation scales and behaves to di ferent type of tasks will help

us automatically understand generalisation.

The pursuits to understand and create intelligence is a long winding road. It’s a road no one knows

where it heads or when it ends, but we set foot on this exciting journey anyway. Because we must

know and we will know!
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